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Abstract

This thesis seeks to situate two sixteenth-century women, Katharina Schütz Zell
and Saint Teresa of ~ v i l awithin
,
the framework of confessionalization, currently one of
the more prominent theoretical models with which to interpret the Reformation. This will
be accomplished through an analysis of their conceptions of reform, their interactions
with political authorities, and their interpretations of the nature of prayer, specifically the
Our Father or Lord's Prayer.
The lives and religious thought of these two women challenge some of the key
tenets of the confessionalization theory. First, they show that the political element of
confessionaIization, that is, the assumption of control over religious affairs by secular
temporal authorities, was not a product or corollary of the Reformation, but rather was a
process that had begun centuries earlier. Second, they contradict the rnodel's claim that
the religious life of Europe after the Reformation was organized into water-tight
confessions-Lutheranism,

Calvinism, and Catholicism-that

dictated what their

respective adherents believed and did not believe. On the contrary, Schütz Zell and Teresa
evince a level of individualism in their religious thought that did not conform absolutely to
confessional noms, yet was not subversive or impious, either.
The sources this thesis will use consist primarily of the works of the two women
themselves, who both wrote extensively on matters of religion and spirituality. It will also
draw upon the large secondary literature of confessionalization and, more broadly, the
Reformation as well as late medieval and early modem Europe as a whole, in order to
understand the significance of the women within their proper context.
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Introduction

Thirty years ago, Roland Bainton directed our attention to the lives of some
fifieen women fiom the Reformation era. Stating that these women "have not had their
due," Bainton suggests that a better understanding of women's place in the Reformation
would give us a better understanding of the period in its entirety, for without the
approvai of women, who formed half the population of Europe, the Protestant
Reformation would have foundered.' By looking only at men, we are in effect getting only
half the story of how the Reformation happened. A study of women's role enables us to
explore how the Reforrnation movement was able to secure the support of the populace
and become a reality.
In the past thirty years, much work has been done to redress the historiographical
gender imbalance.' Much work, however, still remains to be done. Three decades later,

' Roland Bainton, Women of the Reformatiotz in Germany and Ifal-v (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing
House, l97l), p. 9.
Examples of recent research into women and gender in the late medieval and early modem periods incluae
Mary Beth Rose, ed., Wotnen in the Middie Ages and the Renaissance: Lirerary and Historical
Perspectives (Syracuse: University of Syracuse Press, 1986); Merry E. Wiesner, Working Women in
Renaissance Germany (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1986); Shemn Marshall, ed., Wornen in
Reformation and Corinter--Reformarion Eirrope (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1989); Jean R.
Brink, Maryanne C . Horowitz, and Allison P. Coudert, eds., Playing with Gender: A Renaissance Prrrsuit
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 199 1); Craig A. Monson, ed., The Crannied FVall: FVomen,
Religion, and the Arts in Early Modertz Ertrope (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1992); James
Grantharn Turner, ed., Se-rrculiy and Gender in Early Modern Eimpe: Insfiritions, Tt%tS. Images
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993); Andrew Lynch and Philippa Maddern, eds., Venris and
Mars: Engeendering Love and War in Medieval and Eariy Modern Europe (Nedlands: University of
Western Australia Press, 1995); RonaId E. Surtz, FVriting Women in Late Medieval and Early Moderrr
Spain (Philadelphia: Universir- of Pennsylvania Press, 1995); Judith C. Brown and Robert C. Davis, eds.,
Gender and Sociey Nz Renaissance ltal-v (London: Longman, 1998); Heide Wunder, He Is the Sun, She Is
the Moon: Wonten in Eariy Modern Germany, tram. Thomas Dunlap (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1998). Several other works, focussing specifically on women and religion, have also appeared:
Penelope D. Johnson, Eqzral in Monasric Profession: Religio~isWomen in Medieval France (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1991); Roberta Ciilchrisr, Gender and Material Culture: The Archaeology of
Reiigiorrs Wornen (London: RoutIedge, 1994); JO Ann Kay McNamara, Sisrers in A rms: Carholic Nrrns
throrigh Two Millennia (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996); Catherine M. Mooney,
Gendered Voices: Medieval Saints and Their Inrerprerers (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1999).

Bainton's suggestion tliat the history of women could conmbute to our understanding of
the Reforrnation remains valid, and the cal1 for more research to be done on women and
religion in medieval and early modem times has been fiequently renewed since his book
first a ~ p e a r e d . ~
My thesis will examine the lives of two women: Katharina Schiitz Zell
(1498-1562) and Saint Teresa of ~ v i l (15
a 15-1582). In so doing, it will seek to place

them within one of the most influential theoretical fiameworks currently being used to
interpret the Reformation, namely the model o f confessionalization. Their experiences
have important consequences for the model, and an analysis of Schütz Zell's and Teresa's
religious ideas and their political and social contexts of Strasbourg and Spain indicates that
a re-evaluation of the manner in which confessionalization occurred is in order. The

confessionalization model posits that Lutheranism, Calvinism, and Catholicism were
essentially three parallel movements that united, and in sorne cases even identified,
religion with the state. The model thus favours looking at the Reformations of the
sixteenth centwy as processes that obviously varied in theological or doctrinal content,
but shared great similarities in socio-political form."
Ernst Walter Zeeden, in the course of bis research into the Reforrnation, was one
of the first to discover that the social and religious development of German territories of
See, for exampIe, Merry E. Wiesner, "Women's Response to the Reformation," in Tlze German People
and the Reforrnation, ed. R. Po-chia Hsia (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1988), pp. 148-50; Kathryn
Norberg, "The Counter-Refomation and Women: Religious and Lay," in Catholicism in Eau-v Modern
History: A Guide ro Research, ed. John W . O'Malley (St. Louis: Center for Reforrnation Research, 1988),
pp. 133-34.

For an appraisal of the confessionalization theory and its effect on Reformation research, see John W.
O' Malle y, Trent and A ll That: Renanzing Cnrholicisrn in the Early Modern Era (Cambridge, M A : Harvard
University Press, 2000), pp. 108-17, 136-40 and R. Po-chia Hsia, "The Structure of Belief:
Confessionalism and Society, 1500-1 600," in Germany: A New Social and Economic History, ed-sheilagh
Ogilvie and Bob Scribner, 3 vols. (London: Arnold, 1996), 1: 357-58.

different confessions shared much in cornmon. One of the more prominent similarïties
was the promulgation of confessions-doctïinal statements of faith assembled by the
ecclesiastical and theological leaders of the multiple parties into which Chrïstianity had
been split by the events of the Reformation. It is from these confessions that the terms
confessionai formation and confessionalization corne.'
Zeeden's discoveries were built upon by later historians, most notably Heinz
Schilling and Wolfgang Reuihard; who added the perspectives of social history and
A brief Iist of Zeeden's research includes Martin Luther rrnd die Reformation: im Urteil des detitsciien
Lrrthernrrns; Studien zrrm Selbstverstandnis des lrrtherischen Protestantismzis von Lrrthers Tode bis zum
Beginn der Goethezeit, 2 vols. (Freibwg: Herder, 1950-1952); Kleine Reformarionsgesclticitte von BadenDrirlacli und Krlrpfaz: ein krtrzgef~ssteroberblick rrber den Beginn der Reformation und die Geschicke
der Katolischen Kirclie in der Markgrafscha~lBaden-Drrrlach und der Krrrpfalz (Karlsruhe: Badenia
Verlag, 1956); Kntliolisciie Überl~efenrn~en
in den lrrrherisclien Kircltenordn ringen des 16. ~'alirhrtnderts:
Katholisches Leben und Kampfèn im Zeitalter der Glaribensspaltltng (Münster im Westfalen:
Aschendorffsche VerlagsbuchhandIung, 1959); Die Entstehrrrtg der Konfessionen: Gnmdlagen und Formerr
der Korrfessionsbildrrng im Zeitalter der Glarrbenskampfe (Munchen: R. Oldenbourg, 1965); Das Zeiralter
der Gegenreformation (Freiburg: Herder, 1967); Gegenreformation (Darmstadt: Wissenschafiliche
Buchgesellschafi, 1973); Das Zeitalter der Glurtbenskwfe, 1555-1648 (Munchen: Deutscher
Taschenbuch Verlag, 1973); ffrgemonialh-rieg ririci GlaribensX-ampfe,1556-1648 (Berlin: Propylaen, 1977);
Eirropa von artsgehenden Mirtelalter bis zrrm tVestfàlischen Frieden (1648) (Stuttgart: Klett-Clotta, 198 1);
Beitrage zztr Er$orschung des fnlhneuzeitliciren Visirationswesens in Errropa: Spürmirtelalter und fnïhe
Nerrzeit (Sturtgart: Klert-Clotta, 1954); Konfessionsbildring: Strrdien zrrr Reformariorr, Gegenreformation
und katolisclien Reform (Stuttgart: Klett-Clotta, 1985).

" See Wolfgang Reinhard, ed., Bekenntnis und Geschichte: die Confessio Azr,ortstana im liistorischen
Zzrsantmenhang; Rin,ovorleszing der Universitar Attgsbtrrg im Jrrbilürtmsjalrr- 1980 (München: VogeI,
1981); Wolfgang Reinhard, "Zwang m r Konfessionalisierung? Prolegomena zu einer Theorie des
konfessionellen Zeitalters," Zeitschrififiir Historisclie Forscltring 10 (1983): 37-77; Heinz Schilling, ed.,
Die reformierte Konfessionalisienrng in Derrtschland: das ProbZem der- "Zweiten Reformation ":
CYissenscl~afrlichesSymposion des Vereinsfiir Refonriationsgeschiclite (1985) (Gutersloh: G. Mohn, 1586);
Heinz Schilling, "Die Kontèssionaiisiemng im Reich," Historische Zeitschrifr 246 (1988): 1-45; R. Pochia Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe. 155û-1750 (London: Routledge, 1989);
Heinz Schilling, ed., Die Kir.cltenratsprotokoIle der Reformierten Genteinde Emden. 1557-1620, 2 vols.
(K6ln: Bohlam, 1989-1992); Heinz Schilling, Am Anfrang rvaren Luther, Loyola rrnd Calvin: ein
religionssoziologisclt-ennvickl~~ngsgescizicittlic~er
Vergleich (Berlin: Prikidentin der Humboldt-Universitat
zu Berlin, 1993); Hans-Chnstoph Rublack, "Lutherische Beichte und Sozialdiszipliniemng," Archivfiir
Reforniationsgeschichte 84 (1993): 127-55; Heinz Schilling, "Luther, Loyola, Calvin und die europiiische
Neuzeit," Archivflir Refornzationsgeschic/rre 85 ( 1 994): 5-3 1; Heinz Schilling, Kit-chenrlrcht und
Sozialdiszipliniemng im fnilinetrzeitliciten Ersropa: mit eitier Aztsrvalrlbibliograp~iie(Berlin: Duncker &
Humblot, 1994); Wolfgang Reinhard and Heinz Schilling, eds., Die Katholische Ko>2fessionalisierrrng:
Wissenschaftliches Smposion der Gesellscltafrztir Herarrsgabe des Corpris Catlioliconrm rtnd des Vereins
/ir,Reformationsgescliiclzte (1993) (Gutersloh: Gutersloh Verhgshaus, 1995); Heinz Schilling, Die Nezre
Zeit: vom Ciiristenheirsertropa zirm Eztropa der Staaten. 1250 bis 1750 (Berlin: Siedler Verlag, 1999);
Heinz Schilling, Instittttionen. linstrmiente rtnd Aktarre sozialer Koritrolle rtnd Disziplinierung irn
friihnerrzeitlichen Eztropa (Frankfurt: Klostermann, 1999).

applied Max Weber and Gerharâ Oestreich's sociological model of social discipiining.
Research operating within this theoretical fiamework uncovered the close relationship
between church and state that came to exist at this time, especially in the Holy Roman
Empire after the Peace of Augsburg (1555) allowed the niler of each territory to determine
its religion. The early modem state, in pursuit of its own ideal of a uniform and tractable
populace, promoted the new confessional churches' attempts to bring about doctrinal
unity and moral cornpliance. The process was not necessarily a wholly conscious one, as
both the political and religious modes of control arose thernselves fiom the shared
intellectual, social, cultural, political, and economic milieu.

My thesis will apply the features of confessionalization to Katharina Schütz Zell
, their respective societies of Strasbourg and Spain. 1 have selected
and Teresa of ~ v i l aand
these two women for several reasons, al1 of them with an eye towards including as broad a
range of experisnces as possible while still focussing on a limited number of people in a
limited nurnber of environrnents. First, the two women were of diflerent generations, bom
almost twenty years apart: Schütz Zell was undergoing her adult conversion to
evangelicalism while Teresa was still a srnall child. Second, as confessionalization is a
process that is supposed to have parallel effects within the various confessions, Schütz
Zetl, a Protestant and the wife of a prominent reformer-Matthis

Zell(1477-1548)-and

Teresa, a Catholic nun and a renowned saint of the Counter Reforrnation, provide an ideal
contrast. Lastly, the linguistic and geographical differences between the Gennan Schütz
Zell and the Spanish Teresa would serve to press the spatial limits of the model as welL7
My thesis will specifically test two of the aspects of confessionalization: the
-

' The model of confessionalization has already begun to be applied outside of its traditional confines of the
Holy Roman Empire. See, for example, Oscar Di Simplicio, "Confessionalizzazione e identita colleriva-Il
cas0 italiano: Siena, 1 5 7 5 1800," Archivflir Reformnrionsgeschichte 88 (1 997): 380-4 11.

relationship between the church and the state, and the formation of confessionalized
identities. Its first section will show, through an analysis of the political and religious
situations in Strasbourg and Spain during the Middle Ages and the sixteenth century, that
political control over religious life antedates the emergence of the V

~ ~ O U
confessions
S
after

the Reformation. At first it may appear that this will involve a cornpanson of two
incornmensurate polities, the city of Strasbourg and the "country" of Spain, which,
although it had some semblance of unity after the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella in
1469, was stiIl in reality itself a congenes of disparate tenitories.This difference in scale
is, however, both necessary and justifiable. First, Strasbourg, as a fiee imperial city,
enjoyed more autonomy than a typical Spanish city, and many of the decisions affecting
religion in the town were made by the town i t ~ e l fIn
. ~Spain, on the other hand, such
policies were generally made at the national level. Second, for the purposes of the two
women in question, the difference also reflects the particular histories of Schütz Zell and
a required
Teresa. Teresa's religious vocation took her far from her home town of ~ v i l and
her to joumey throughout much of the iberian peninsula, while Schüe Zell spent almost
al1 of her life in Strasbourg; again, the focused attention on Strasbourg and the broader
perspective on Spain is appropriate to the situation. The third reason for the difference in
scale is historiographical in nature. Fortunately, the extensive research on the Reformation

"or more on Spain's compIex constitution. see J. H. Elliott, Imperia1 Spain. 1469-1 716 (London:
Penguin, 1963); Paul Kennedy, The Riss and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change and Military
Conflict from 1500 to 2000 (London: Fontana Press, 1988), pp. 39-93; Henry Kamen, Spain. 1469-1 714:
A Sociery of'Conflict, 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 199 1); Geoffiey Parker, The Grand Strategy of Philip II
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998).

' James Kittelson, "Successes and Failures in the German Reformation: The Report from Strasbourg,"
.4rchivfiir Reformationsgeschichte 73 ( 1982): 153-75.

in Strasbourg makes a concentrated study of that city pos~ible.~"
~ v i l aon
, the other hand,
has been the subject of only one book," and the rest of Spain also suffers fiorn a lack of
such local studies," making the kind of concentrated focus that is possible in Strasbourg
impossibIe for cities in Spain.
The second section of my thesis, composed of two chapters on Schütz Zell's and
Teresa's ideas about reforrn and the Lord's Prayer, treats the formation of religious
identities. It will challenge the idea that one's religious identity came to be defined by
sharply-drawn confessional lines. Research into identity formation has stressed the
importance of the "other." In order to feel as though one belongs to a group, one must
believe that there are those who do not belong." However, Schütz Zell and Teresa did not
forrn their religious identities solely on the basis of a concept of "us and them," but also
on their own persona1 understanding of their faiths.
Siti~atingthese women within the confessionalization mode1 leads to discoveries
that bear consequences for Our understanding of the process of confessionaiization.
'9ei:for
example, Miriam Usher Chrisman, Srrasboirrg and the Reform: A Stirc+ in the Process of
Change (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967); William S. Stafford, Domesricafing the Clergv: The
Inceprion of the Reforntation in Srrasbortrg, 1522-1 524 (Missoula: Scholars Press. 1976); Miriam Usher
Chrisman, Lcry C~iltio-e.Learned Cirlture: Books and Social Change in Srrasboirrg, 1480-1599 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1982); Loma Jane Abray, The People's Refornrarion: ~blagistrates.Clergy.
and Commons in Srrasbourg, 1jOû-lj98 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985); Thomas A. Brady, Jr,,
Proresrarrr Politics: Jacob Strrrm (1389-1553) und the Gernznn Rejormation (AtIantic Highlands:
Humanities Press, 1995); John D. Derksen, "Reasons for Dissent among Strasbourg's Religious
Nonconformists, 1536-1569," Archivfrir Refort~rutionsgescIricitre90 (1999): 188-210.

" Jodi Bilinkoff, The Avila o f Saint Teresn: Religioils Reforni in a Si.rteenrir-Centioy C i y (Ithaca: Corne11
University Press, 1989).
" Two notable exceptions are WiIIiarn A. Christian, Jr., Local Religion in Sirteenth-Cerzticty Spain
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 198 1) and Sara T. Nalle, God in La Muncha: Religiorrs Reform
and rhe People ofc~renca.1500-1650 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992).
" See Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Faskioning: From More ro Shakespeare (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1980); W. A. Elliott, Us and Them: A Strtdy of Grotrp Conscio~isness(Aberdeen:
Aberdeen University Press, 1986); Anthony D. Smith, "The Formation of National Identity," in Idenriy:
Essays Based 011Herbert Speticer, ed. Henry Hams (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), pp. 129-53.

Today's leading theoretical advocates of confessionalization argue that historians of the
Reformation should pay more attention to the second half of the sixteenth century, whsn
things, they believe, really began to happen, once the Catholic and V

~ ~ O UProtestant
S

churches had had the chance to delineate their doctrine in confessional statements, and
princes had had the chance to adopt and implement them in their territories." The
establishment of this union of state and church firtherrnore engendered confessional
identities by clearly separating those who were within the religious and territorial
community kom those who were outside it." However, far from it taking until the late
1500s for political authorities to begin to regdate religion within their temtories, the
process had already be,m in the Middle Ages, and can be traced through the first decades
of the sixteenth century. Research into Schütz Zell and Teresa also demonstrates that
they had religious feelings and insights that were not rnerely manifestations of their
identity vis-à-vis a confessional "other."
Finally, befare we proceed to our analysis, a brief outline of the women's lives
and discussion of their writings is in order. Katharina Schütz was born into a devout
' ~ father was a successful woodwmker, and though the family was
Strasbourg f a r n i l ~ .Her
not among the city's elite, it was established and respectable. They at least had the
financial resources to provide Katharina with a solid education. She learned to read and
write German fluently, but did not pursue the Latin hurnanist studies valued by the city's
" Heinz SchiIling, Religion, Polirical Cttlttire, and the Ernergence ofEarly Modern Sociery: Esscys in
Gcrman and Dutclt H i s t o l (Leiden: Brill, 1992), pp. 205-207.
l5 Wolfgang Reinhard, "Reformation, Counter-Reformation, and the Early Modem State: A Reassessment,"
Catltolic HistoricaI Review 75 ( 1989): 399400.

'Wiographical information for Katharina Schütz Zell can be found in Bainton, Women of the Reformation,
pp. 55-76 and Elsie Anne McKee, Katharina Schütz Zeil, 2 vols, (Leiden: Brill, 19991, vol. 1, The L f e
and Thoriglrt of a SLrreentlr-Centltry Reformer.

ruling class. Her professional training consisted of learning the trade of tapesby weaving,
a ski11 which she, growing up in a pious family, likely put to use in the creation of works
of a religious theme. Throughout lier childhood, she devoted much of her time to the
study of her faith. By the age of ten, she had already made a commitment to remain
unrnarried and to spend her life performing good works in the service of the Church, not
as a nun, 'but as a laywornan living in the world. These plans changed, however, with the
coming of the Reformation. When one of the town7spriests, MatSiis Zell, began
preaching reforrned sermons in 1521, Katharina, convinced of the truth of the new
message she was hearing, converted to the evangelical faith. She eventually married Zell in
1523 and became, as he called her, his helpmate in living out the Gospel. She remained his
partner in faith for twenty-five years, until his death in 1548 left her to carry out their
work alone until her own death in 1562.
Teresa of Avila, like Schütz Zell, was remarkably devout as a child.'' She, too,
determined at a young age to remain a virgin for the greater good of the Church. Unlike
Schütz Zell, she Iived out her childhood plans, and entered a Carmelite convent at the age
of twenty-one. There she remained, leading a relatively uneventhl life, until she
expenenced at the age of forty a conversion to a deeper spirituality, characterized by a
desire to spend her life in solemn contemplation. It was at this time that she devised her
idea to leave her original, overcrowded convent and found a new, smaller and quieter one
where she could devote more time to prayer. Before her death, this one convent of St.
Joseph's in ~ v i l would
a
spawn several other sister houses and lead to a division within
l 7 Several biographies of Teresa of ~ v i i a
exist, inciuding E. Allison Peers, Mother of Carmei: A Portrait
of St. Teresa of Jesus (New York: Morehouse, 1946); Stephen Clissold, St. Teresa of Avila (London:
SheIdon Press, 1979); Victoria Lincoln, Teresa: A Woman-A Biography of Teresa of Avila (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1984); Cathleen Medwicic, Teresa ofAvilu: The Progress of a Sod
(New York: Image, 1999).

the Carmelites between the old mitigated order of which Teresa was originally a member,
and the new order of discalced Carmelites into which the houses she founded were
organized. Teresa proceded to found over a dozen couvents, and even a few fiaries for
men, before her death in 2 582.
Any analysis of the thought of Katharina Schütz Zell and Teresa of ~ v i l will
a
have to be grounded in the two wornen's writings. The main source for Schütz Zell's
'~
reformed ideology is her Letter to the Wfiole Poprclation of the Town of S t r a s b ~ u r g ,an
apologetic statement of her belief. This thesis will also be exarnining her Ortr Father with
Its Explanation, a meditation upon the Lord's Prayer.I9 Both of these works have recently
been published in their original German.'O Teresa also wrote many works of religion and
devotion, and is perhaps best known for recording her experiences of mysticism. This
thesis, however, is concerned more with the wntings that highlight her less mystical and
more practical thought regarding religious practice and reform. Forernost among this
family of her writings are The Fozlndations, an historical account of the founding of her
reformed houses, and The Way of Perfection, a type of guidebook to the religious life that
includes her rneditation on the Lord's Przyer. Unlike Schütz Zell's works, several

' Y i n Brieflan die gantze ~ t r r ~ e r & a f der
f t Stutt Srassbrrrg/ von Kurltarina Zellin/ desseri j e c saligen
Matthei Ze!len/ dess alten und ersten Predigers des Evangely diser Srart/ nachgelassrle Eliefraw/
Berrefend Herr Lrrdwigen Rabz4jetz ein Prediger der Statt Ulm/ sampt -Teyen brieffen jr itnd sein/ die
mag mengklich lesen i d urtheilen on guisr trnd ltass/sonder allein der %varheit warnemen. Dabey nircii
ein sanfle annvort/ aiiffjeden Artickel/ seines briefls ( 1557).
I q Den Psalnzen Miserere/ mit dern Khiinig David bedacht/gebertet/ rrnd paraphrasirt von Katharina
Zellin M. Matthei Zellen seligen nachgdassne Ehefraid sanipt dem Vaner unser mit seiner erkfat-rrng/
zrrgesclrickt dem Christlichen rnann Jrtncker Feli:: Armbrt[ster/ rirm trost in seiner kranckheif/ und andern
angejochtenen hertzen trnd Concierrtzen/ der siind halben betriibt &c. in truck fassen kcvnrnen (1558).

Elsie Anne McKee, Katharina Scliiitz Zell, 2 vols. (Leiden: Brill, 1999), vol. 2, The Wrirings: A
Crifical Edition .

'O

translations of Teresa's complete corpus into English are available," and 1 will be using
the most recent and, in my opinion, best of them for the quotations given in this thesis?
Teresa's correspondence also provides an important source of insight into her thought,

one not ofien utilized by Teresian scholars, but one upon which this thesis will draw,
supplernented by the information given in her autobiographical L$e.

''

For years, the standard English translation of Teresa's collected works was The Cornplere Wbrks of SrTeresa of Jesus, trans. E. Allison Peers, 3 VOIS. (London: Sheed & Ward, 1973). Editions of several of her
individual books have also appeared, such as J. M. Cohen's translation of The L$e of Saint Teresa of
Avila by Herself(London: Penguin, 1957) and Benedict Zimmerman's translation of The lnrerior C a d e
(London: Fount, 1995). Teresa's works in the original Spanish can be found in Sunru Teresa de Jesrts:
Obras Completas, ed, Luis SantuIlano (Madrid: AguiIar, 1966).

" The Collecred Worh of

St. Teresa of Avila, trans. Kieran Kavanaugh and Otilio Rodriguez, 3 vols.
(Washington, DC: Institute of Carmelite Studies, 1976-1987).

Chapter One:

The Relationship between Religion and Politics
in Strasbourg and Spain

Heinz Schilling and Wolfgang Reinhard have themselves acknowledged that there
are rnedieval roots to the politico-religious power matrix they find in the late sixteenth
century," and at least two studies have attempted to analyze political
"confessionalization" before the emergence of religious "confessionalism" in the fifieenth
c e n t ~ r y . 'However,
~
as R. Po-chia Hsia has stated, the continuities in the history of
medieval and early modem politics receive relatively fittle attention tiom historians." This
chapter will contribute to this new direction in the study of confessionalization by
arguing that one of the key components of confessionalization, the control of religion by
secular authorities, was not unique to the second half of the sixteenth century following
the Reformation, but in fact originated much earlier. While it may be possible to argue that
this phenornenon has its ultimate roots in the conversion of Constantine and the
prominent position occupied within Christendom by subsequent emperors, this chapter
will not attempt to delve that far back in time. Rather, it will treat the immediate medieval
antecedents of the political and religious developments of the sixteenth century, and will
show that both the ideological and structural underpimings allowing the temporal power
Reinhard, "Reformation, Counter-Refonnation, and the Early Modem State," p. 389; Schilling,
Religion, Polirical Cuitrire. and the Emergeence of Earcv Modern Sociey, pp. 208-209.
Winfried Eberhard, Konfessiotlsbilding unci Srande in Bolimen (Munchen: Oldenbourg, 198 1); Peter
Dykema, "The Reforrns of Count Eberhard of Wiirttemberg: 'Confessionalization' in the Fifteenth
Century," in Reformations Old and New: Essays on the Socio-Economic Irnpacr of Religious Change, c.
1470-1 630, ed. Beat Kümin (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1996), pp. 39-56.
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to exercise its authonty over the religious sphere were firmly in place by the late Middle
Ages in Spain and Strasbourg.

The Reformation may be said to have corne to Strasbourg with the reformed
preaching of Matthis Zell in the early 1520s. When Zell began to preach the Gospel from
his pulpit, he exposed a tissure within Strasbourgeois society between the men and
women who welcomed the new message and the ecclesiastical authorities who wanted to
suppress it. Caught in the middle was the town council. which was responsible for the
maintenance of law and order in the city. As the course of reform advanced, events forced
the council to abandon any pretense of neutrality and to daim more and more direct
authority over the city's religious life. This was not the direct result of the coming of the
Reformation alone, however, and the town council was in a position to assume such
authority formally only because the developments of the preceding centuries had placed it
in that position.
The relationship behueen Strasbourg's clergy and its lay government had been
tense long before the crisis of the Reformation emerged. Throughout the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. the bishop of Strasbourg govemed the city dircctly. From 1200
onwards, he did so with the assistance of two lay assemblies that he created and to whom
he delegated some of his authority in order to make the increasingly complex governance
of the city more manageable. The Rat, composed of twelve men selected Grom among
Strasbourg's nobles and burghers, aided the bishop in the formulation and execution of
which was elected by
law within the city. A second, larger, council called the Schoyee,~,
universal male suffrage, regulated the city's business affairs, such as commercial

transactions and the settlement of debts."
In 1205, Philip of Swabia made Strasbourg a fiee imperial city in return for the
townspeople's support of the Holy Roman Emperor in his conflict with the pope. In
1219, Frederick II granted Strasbourg's Lay government broader authority over judicial and
financial matters. The city's increasing autonorny rankled with the bishop, and in 1260
the nvalry between him and the Lay government erupted into civil war. Eventually, the
city's military forces decisively defeated those of the bishop at the battle of Hausbergen
in 1262. The treaty drafted the following year drastically curtailed the bishop7spower,
and he was subsequently required to reside outside of the city walls."
Because he enjoyed so Little political power afier 1263, subsequent developments
in Strasbourg's legal and constitutional history did not profoundiy affect the bishop
directly; however, they are important in that they set the ideological stage upon which the
events of the sixteenth century were to play out. The bishop was not the only person
who grew jealous of the increasingly overbearing authority of the Rat, and in 1332 the
city's artisans rebelled. The result was greater political representation for the guilds, as a
representative from each one was admitted to a seat on the Rat. The Ratsherren were now
divided between those drawn fiom the nobility and those drawn from the working class."
The friction between the two groups continued for alrnost a century, culminating
in 1422, when several nobles renounced their citizenship and left the city in protest
against laws restricting the special status of the nobility that had been proposed by the
gildsmen on the Rat. Hoping to impress Strasbourg's citizenry with this display, the
"'Miriam
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nobles7 action instead appeared to be irresponsible and self-serving. When the nobles
finally returned, they did so on the burghers7 terms: the constitution of the Rat was again
altered to ensure that its membership would number at least twice as rnany guildsmen as
nobIe~.'~
Strasbourg's nobility thus lost both their legal and their moral authority to govem
the city. An urban patriciate comprising the city7scommercial and bureaucratic elite rose
to take the nobles' place as the political leaders of Strasbourg.'' Unlike the nobility,
whose wealth was derived from their rural estates, the patricians made their money in the
city, and were highly urbanized in both ongin and outlook. When humanist thought
reached Strasbourg in the later fifteenth century, the patriciate came into contact with the
ciassical ideal of the city. Influenced by the political values of ancient Rome and the
Greek city-states, the patrician elite deveioped a strong sense of civic pride. They
constructed an identity for themselves that was based on their Strasbourgeois citizenship,
and made a virtue out of civic unity, culminating in the emergence of a cult of the
community and of the "common gooà" (gemeiiz Nztc)." There were additional Christian.
as well as classical, components to this concept. By the fifieenth century, many imperial
cities had evolved an idea of the city as a "sacred society"-a

miniature corpus

chris~ianitrnwithin wider Christendom." The upshot of this Stream of thought was a

heightened sense on the part of the Ratsherren that the city was a single body for which
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they were responsible. Their responsibility extended to al1 aspects of life within the city,
and they endeavoured to bring the city's economic, political, judicial, military, and-most
importantly for this thesis-religious

affairs under their control."

In Strasbourg, the magistrates' communal ideology manifested itself in several
ways. From around 1480 onwards, for exampie, the Rat assurned an ever-growing
authority over the once largely self-governing guilds, intefiering with the way the guilds
were organized and regulating the rnanner in which they produced and sold their wares.
As justification for these measures, the Ratsherren cited its responsibility to protect the

economic good of the comrnunity at large by ensuring that manufactures were fairly
priced and of adequate q~ality.~'
In the religious sphere, their concern for the gernein Mrtz directed their attention to
the issue of clerical privilege. The medieval clergy were free from several of civil society's
burdens-such

as contributing to the city's defense-and

enjoyed a high level of

economic autonomy; they were exempt from taxation and had absolute control over the
property they owned. This offended the patrician class for two basic reasons. First, it
represented a breach in the city's social fabric; the clergy's insistence that they were an
order apart within the greater whole violated the patricians7 civic ideology. Second, by the
tum of the sixteenth century, rnuch of the land in and around Strasbourg was owned and

controlled by the Church, and therefore permanently lost to the city for most legal and
economic purposes. Because the Rat could not regulate in any way the clergy's economic
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activities, clerical landholders were fkee to manipulate the price of their grain, which
affected not only other, lay, grain producrrs and sellers, but also al1 those laymen who
had to purchase the grain.35The situation was similar to the one that confronted the Rat
over the guilds; however, in this case, the Ratsherren were, owing to the legal rights of the
clergy, powerless to take the countermeasures they felt were necessary.
What proved to be ptrhaps the greatest source of imtation to aii lay
Strasbourgeois was the clergy's immunity fi-om civil prosecution. Several incidents of
criminal behaviour on the part of clerics over the course of the fifieenth cenniry, and the
subsequent evasion of punishment by the city's court, loomed large in the public
rnern~ry.'~
When in L 52 1 Matthis Zell began preaching the Gospel and expounding on the
teachings of Martin Luther from his pulpit, his message that the Catholic clergy had,
contrary to Christ's teaching, set themselves up as an order apart from and above lay
Christians resonated with the pre-existing resentment of the clergy's econornic and legal
privileges. The evangelical claim that the Catholic priests had reserved to themselves the
nght to read, preach, and interpret scripture, which the reformers felt should be accessible
to al1 believers, dovetailed with the popular belief that the clergy should be subject to the
same laws and duties of al1 citizens. The evangelical assault on the clergy's special
sacerdotal status formed a religious accompaniment to the Rar's assault on their special
legal status. The affinity between the two points of view allowed the reformers and the
Rntsherren to form an ideological and political alliance." Zell's conversion and subsequent
dispute with his bishop provided the immediate spark that caused the long-smouldering
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tension between the Rat and the clergy to imite. Zell and the other priests who began to
follow the evangelical movernent realized that their only refuge from the bishop's power
lay in placing themselves under the protection of the city.
In December 1523, Zell manïed Katharina Schütz, a decision that demonstrated,
even more dramatically than did the content of his sermons, his belief that the distinctions
between clergy and laity should be levelled. Zell thereby joined the number of mamed
clergy living in Strasbourg, which included Martin Bucer, Wolfgang Capito, and Anton
Firn. This was a compromising situation for the Rat, as it was against imperial Law,
promulgated as recently as March 1523 by the Reichstag at Nürnburg, for a priest to
marry3' Strasbourg's R a & z e r r e n saw themselves as the upholders of law and order within
the city, and the issue of clerical marrïage seemed to be forcing them to choose one over
the other. To enforce the Nürnburg mandate would be to risk a popular uprising in
support of the reforrned preachers; however, to protect them, while pIeasing their
parishioners, would be to tolerate the presence of a flagrant contravention of imperial and
ecclesiastical law. The Rat temporized, appealing to other bodies such as Strasbourg's

SchOren or an imperial council to make a decision, and requesting that the bishop forestall
his own prosecution of the priests by his ecclesastical tribunal. By taking a passive
position, the R a t was, in effect, impIicit!y supporting the reformers: the attendailce of the
wives of two prominent magistrates at Fim's wedding indicated that the support was
more than implicit on the part of at least some of the R a t ~ h e r r e n . ' ~
The course of reform continued, and by the spring of 1524, the reformed clergy
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were perfonning the Mass in Geman and distributing communion in both kinds." The
parishioners of three parishes-St.

Aurelien, Young St. Peter, and Old St. Peter-had

deposed their Catholic pastors and had installed, respectively, Bucer, Capito, and
Theobald Schwartz in their places.'' The chapters zssociated with the affected parïshes
protested to the Rat which, citing the dangers of going against either public opinion by
overturning the depositions or against the law by recognizing them, again avoided taking a
definite position which, again, served merely to permit the de facto results of the
parishioners' actions to stand.
In the final months of 1524, three events served to bring matters to a head, in the
aftermath of which the Rat could no longer negotiate a neutral path. First, the bishop
himself, apparently tired of waiting for the Rat to act, appealed directly to the imperial
Reichsgel-icht to settle the crisis that had developed in Strasbourg. Second, a number of

Strasbourg's parish canons fled the city, taking their parish's monies with them. Third,
the Augustinian provincial, Conrad Treger, published a pamphlet denouncing the
reformed preachers as heretics." The public's reaction was violent. Angry mobs attacked
and imprisoned Treger. The rioters then proceded to loot and destroy several of the city's
religious houses." Many Strasbourgeois interpreted the flight o f the canons as their
ancestors had the flight of the nobles one hundred years previously, as a sign of
disloyalty and cowardice. The Catholic cIergy who rernained in the city, frightened for
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their lives and for the security of the Church's property, offered to submit to taxation and
the other financial duties of regular citizens, but they would not renounce their judicial
immunity. This was not enough to satisQ either the Rat or the people, however, and in
January 1525, the Rat commanded al1 clergy to purchase the Biirger-recht, which gave the
clergy the rights of hl1 citizens of Strasbourg and removed their former privileges. Once
the der-v were citizens, effective authority over them moved fiom the bishop to the Rat.
That year the Rat also outlawed the celebration of the Mass in Strasbourg's churches with
the exception of the four chapter churches." Popular iconoclasm and threats of violence
continued however, and in response the magistrates ordered the removal of al1 images and
altars from the city." The reform of worship had finaily been achieved through the
combined actions of preachers and magistrates.
The strength of the magistrates' new authority over the city's religious leaders and
religious life c m be seen though the example of their interaction, albeit limited, with
Katharina Schütz Zell. Schütz Zell did not ofien deal with the civic government of
Strasbourg. As the wife, and later widow, of a preacher, she occupied an important social,
but not a largely political, function. Although, as we have seen, the very fact that a pastor
had a wife had political ramifications, Schütz Zell did not particularly want to involve
herself directly or personally in Strasbourg's politics. A notable exception, however, is
her involvement with the operation of one of the city's hospitals.

By assuming control of the religious life of Strasbourg, the Rat necessarily took
over the charitable functions formerly fiilfilled by the Church, and established its own
system for maintaining the welfare of the city's sick and indigent. One institution that
" Wandel, Voracious Idols and Violenr Hands, pp. 143-44; Stafford, Dornesricaring the Clergy, p. 180"
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was overseen by the Rat was the Blatterhaus, which served as a hospital as well as a
home for Strasbourg's poor. In 1555, the widowed and increasingly fiail Schütz Zel1
moved into the Blatterhaus with her disabled nephew Lux. She found the conditions there
to be appalling." Patients received neither proper medicine nor fit food. The institution
was not kept up, and its interior was filthy. The married couple in charge of the
Blatterhaus seemed to be spending the institution's funds on their own comfort rather
than on the welfare of the inrnates. For Schütz Zell, the reason for this mismanagement
was obvious: the couple in charge were unchristian. She used to visit and minister to the

il1 in the house when she was herself still strong enough to unciertake such works of
charity in the 1530s and 1540s. At that time, the Blatterhaus had been run by Sebastian
Erb and his wife, who were devout Christians. Naturally, they had therefore provided the
proper care for those in their charge. But after Erb died in 1548, the house entered a
period of decrine. The succeding house father and house mother were not particularly
pious. They rarely attended church on Sunday, and instead spent the sabbath in
recreation. At meal-tirnes, the house father mumbled the prayers in such a manner as to
render them inaudible. When the sick approached death, the resident couple would refuse
to cal1 for a minister who could console the dying person.
Schütz Zell wrote up these complaints and delivered them before the Rat. The
council's committee in charge of poor relief adopted some changes based on her
suggestions. They dismissed the resident couple and passed regulations conceming the
administering of medicine in the future. However, they took no action to improve the
pastoral care provided to the inmates.
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That Schütz Zell included a request for the spiritual reform of the Blatterhaus
with her list of more practical improvements that ought to be made shows that she, and
the other Strasbourgeois-mostly

fellow inrnates of the Blatterhaus-that

testified before

the Rat on her behalf in this matter, feit that the Rat should and would exercise a degree of
religious leadership within the city. That the Ratsherren almost completely ignored the
spiritual aspects of her petition shows that, while individual magistrates were certainly
devout adherents of the evangelical faith, their preoccupation as a political assembly lay
more with social control than with religious reform. They were worried about the
misrnanagement of the Blatterhaus inasmuch as it caused resources to be wasted and
diseases to go uncured, but remained relatively undisturbed by the fact that the house was
not providing the Christian refuge Schütz Zell so ardently believed it could.
There would thus seem to be little indication of a genuine partnership between the
religious and the political in the Strasbourg of Katharina Schütz Zell. Magistrates were
more concemed with extending their authority into more and more aspects of
Strasbourgeois society than with CO-operatingwith the new evangelical church. The city's
long history leading up to the Reformation must be considered when examining the
relationship between religion and politics afier the Reformation. The city had begun
wresting control of institutions such as the Blatterhaus away from the Church as soon as
it had won its independence from the bishop in the thirteenth century." Throughout the
fifieenth century, the Rat had tried to persuade members of the clergy to purchase the
Biirgerrecht, and hundreds had complied." The coming of the Reformation to Strasbourg
did not, therefore, inaugurate a new modzls vivendi between church and state. Rather, it
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provided the secular authority with the opportunity to realize fully a partnership whose
ideological and actual roots had existed for a long time. In the first few years of the
sixteenth century, Strasbourg's Rat had one of its constitutional experts wnte a report on
the legality and practicability of unilaterally removing the clergy7sprivileges, illustrating
that the desire to do so pre-dated the coming o f the Reformation." What the Reformation
did do was make the plan possible. It removed the bishop's hold over the loyalty of the
clergy and the people of Strasbourg. It also convinced many of the clergy that their best
interests would be served by abandoning their privileges, either because they were
convinced by the evangelical belief that the priesthood should not be a separate caste
within Christendom, or because they were terrified of the danger they might face were
they to resist what was becoming an increasingly violent popular movement.

In Spain, the historical precedents that led to a confessionalized union of politics
and religion also antedate the Reformation. Religion and politics had for centunes enjoyed
a particularly close relationship in Spain. The country's very existence was the result of
the two combining in the Reconquista, the reconquering of Spain from Islarnic control.
Because much of Spain was, since the eighth century, occupied by Muslims, foreign by
both nationality and religion, the warrior princes of the Reconquista were simultaneously
fighting for Spanish land and the Christian faith. When St. James, known in Spain as
Santiago Matamoros (St. James the Moor Killer) appeared in a vision at a battle between
Christians and Muslirns, he did so as both a politico-military and a religious figure.
Spanish kings later fostered the cult of St. James at Compostela, which linked their
political legitimacy to their connection to the forces of heaven. Thus, since the Middle
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Ages, and through the early modem period right up to the twentieth century, a militant
Catholicism has been an inseparable part of the conception of the Spanish nation.50
The origins of many of the traits of sixteenth-century Spanish Catholicism can be
found in the Middle Ages. The medieval Church in Spain enjoyed a peculiar level of
independence fiom Rome. The Visigothic church, cut off geographically fiom the rest of
Europe, had, for example, its own unique liturgy. Spanish Catholicism became Iess
isolated with the expansion of Cluniac houses across the Pyrenees from France in the
eleventh century, and Pope Gregory VII's (1 073-1 085) programme to standardize the
Church across Europe and bring it under firmer control fi-om Rome. In 1080, an
ecclesastical council in Burgos agreed to introduce the Roman liturb"y to the iberian
peninsula.5' The process was not completed for some time, however, and as late as the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Spanish bishops were still trying to root out the
rnedieval liturgical forms."
The sixteenth-century maxim that there was "no pope in Spain7' reflects the
continuation of Spanish Catholicism's medieval independence. Since the Reconquista,
popes had granted extraordinary powers over the Church in Spain to the Spanish crown,
including, what was to be a sticking point in Strasbourg, the right to tax clerical incomes
and properties. In rnany instances, the kings of Spain claimed to know better than the

popes what was good for Catholicism, and by the sixteenth century, PhiIip II had alrnost
completely identified the interests of the Catholic Church with Spain's political
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The clearest illustration of the tink between religious and political interests is
provided by the example of the Spanish Inquisition, arguably the most infamous
manifestation of the desire for controI and social discipline in the late medieval and early
modern periods. The Inquisition originated with the anxiety about the Christian
orthodoxy of recently-converted Jews, or conversos,in the late fifteentb century. From
the beginning, religious and secular concerns intertwined in the institution of the
Inquisition, In 1481, Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile petitioned the pope for
the right to found their own court to investigate cases of religious deviance, and the
Inquisition remained an office of the state until it was disbanded in the nineteenth
century.
The Iberian anti-semitism that led to the creation of the Inquisition was linked to

both religious intolerance and to political and economic concems. These were so closely
related that histonans still camot agree as to which was dominant. Benzion Netanyahu
believes, for example, that King Ferdinand of Aragon decided to expel the Jews fiorn
Spain, perhaps the greatest single manifestation of Spanish anti-semitism, after coldly
calculating the political and economic gains to be made by enacting such a measure?
Henry Kamen, on the other hand, concludes that the "decision to expel . . . appears to
have been taken exclusively for religious reason~."'~
It is, of course, entirely probable that
in Ferdinand's mind, the two were one and the same.
Teresa of ~ v i l a ' sgreater involvement with the institutions of politics than
"
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Katharina Schütz Zell's may indicate that religion and politics were even more
intertwined in Spain than in Strasbourg, and that it was even harder to avoid the political
implications of religious activity there. WhiIe it is tnie that there was not a clear
distinction between religion and politics in sixteenth-century Spanish society, Teresa's
involvement with politics was zlso due to her own particular personal circumstances.
Her interaction with the Inquisition, for example, began before she was born.
Teresa's paternal grandfather, Juan Sinchez (144&1507), was a cloth merchant in
Toledo, and a recent convert to Chnstianity from Judaism. His brother-in-law accused
him of Judaizing, or reverting to Jewish beliefs and practices, and subsequently
denounced him to the Inquisition. Rather than face the expense, inconvenience, and
embarrassment of a lengthy trial, Sanchez took advantage of the period of amnrsty-the
"period of prace7'-that

immediately followed the amval of the peripatetic Inquisitorial

t r i b ~ n a l , and
' ~ opted to denounce himself to the Inquisition. He confessed to apostasy and
heresy, and in 1484 was reconciled to the Church after taking part in the penitential ritual
of parading through the streets of Toledo wearing the sambeirito, the yellow tunic of the
Judaizer. Although now officially rehabilitated in the eyes of the Church, Sanchez found
the social sti,gma attached to his humiliation to be too much to bear, and rslocated his
family to

vila a. To bury his past M

e r , in 1500 he purchased an ejecrrtoria, or

certificate of pure blood. He also adopted for himself the surname of his wife, Ines de
Cepeda, whose family had a long-established Christian lineage, and took care to marry his
chikiren into other "Old Christian" families."
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Some scholars feel that the Inquisition's interest in Teresa's Jewish ancestors
deeply affected her conception of her own religious identity, and that she d e s i q e d her
writings in such a way as to demonstrate her orthodoxy and exorcise the taint of Judaism
from her p s y ~ h e . ~
This
' is probably not the case. It is likely that Teresa was not even
aware of her Jewish ancestry. As one of her most recent biographers points out, it seems
unlikely that a family so thoroughly determined to obliterate its Jewish identity wouId
reveal it to Teresa, when there would be absolutely no need to do ~

0 .Her
' ~

grandfather

died before her birth, and her father had been raised to be perfectly Christian. Moreover,
by Teresa's time the Inquisition had al1 but given up on its obsession with uncovering

secret Jews, and, while anti-semitism certainly continued, it had declined in ferocity
throughout Spanish society as a whole."
Teresa herself rarely mentions the Inquisition in her own writings. One instance
comes in the Way of Petfectioiz, her manual or guide to the spiritual life for her nuns.
While she was writing the work, she becarne aware of the Inquisition's recent decision to
ban al1 vemacular books dealing with the subject of religion. This prompted her to
compose a digression on the Lord's Prayer, which will be examined in the next chapter of
this thesis. One of the only other appearances of the Inquisition in her works comes in
the text of a playfùl debate she organized, asking some fi-iends of hers, more versed in
formal theology than she, to explain to her Jesus' words "Seek yourself in me," which she
heard while at prayer one day. After they sent her their thoughts, she commented on each
of their responses. One of her respondants had, out of liumility, stated at the end of his
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reply that what he had written was no doubt füll of "stupidities." Teresa joked that, as he
had quoted much fkom St. Paul in his paper, he must be a heretic to cal1 what he had
written stupid, and threatened to denounce him to the Inquisition if he did not recant."'
For the most part, Teresa seems to have viewed the Inquisition as more of a
source of irritation than as something to be feared. In her personal letters, in which she
often used coded references, she ironically calls Inquisitors by the name of "the angels."
She was not afraid to criticize the Inquisition, as an unguarded complaint about its
banning of books in the Way ofPe$ection shows. The Inquisitorial censor, when
reviewing the work for publication, scnbbled in the margin of the manuscript a rather
benign comment: "It seerns here that she is reprimanding the Inquisitors who prohibited
books about prayer." She was not punished. However, to avoid fiction, she prudently
left her complaint out of the final redaction of her book."'
The very slight presence of the Inquisition in Teresa's works is telling. It did not
occupy a large place in her thought. It is important to emphasize this about the
Inquisition, namely that it was quite possible to ignore it. The Inquisition was not an
omnipresent secret police force that terrorized the populace and put an end to free
thought in Spain. Quite the contrary was the case. The Inquisition worked in most cases
from the bottom up. As the example of Teresa's grandfather shows, Inquisitors did not
themselves root out heresy, but waited for people to denounce each other, or thernselves.
This is, indeed, how it becarne an effective tool of social disciplining. As Henry Kamen
has shown, the Inquisition was in effect used by people in small towns or rural areas to
maintain their ideal of the proper sociaI order. If someone f?om a foreign place, be it
"
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another region of Spain or even another country such as France, relocated to an area in
which he was not welcome, he was very often quickly denounced to the Inquisition by
the locals in order to encourage him to move on.63As the sixteenth century progressed,
and religious minorities such as Jews or what few Protestants did anse in Spain either Ieft

the country or a ~ s i ~ i l a t to
e dthe dominant culture, the Inquisition shified much of its
attention away fiom punishing heresy and instead spent much of its time investigating
cases of bigamy or, oddly, horse thieving, again acting as an agent of social rather than
religious c o n t r ~ lTheir
. ~ attempt, which angered Teresa so much, to ban vemacular books

on prayer was an attempt to regain control over the intellectual life of Spain, The main
targets of the ban were books that were being printed abroad, especially in Protestant
countries. It was, however, largely ineffective and only sporadically enforced." The fact
that Teresa's response to the ban, which itself took the forrn of a book on prayer, could
make it past the censors with only the one comment being written in the margin, is
evidence of this.
The political figure who exerted more of an influence on Teresa than any
Inquisitor did was King Philip II, to whom Teresa credited the success of her reforrn.
Philip illustrates well the interaction between Church and crown in sixteenth-century

Spain; he was deeply interested in the reforrn (refor-nzacioli)of religion in his realms. The
Spanish c l e r g , with his sanction, were very conspicuous in the deliberations of the
Council of Trent? Indeed, when the Council had finished, Philip travelled to Catalonia,
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the part of Spain closest to Trent, in order to greet the delegates as soon as they crossed
the border into his dominions." He was the first European monarch to order the
publication and enforcement of the council's decrees throughout his h n d ~ . ~
Philip
'
also
undertook several reform initiatives of his own. He ordered the reorganization of religious
h o u e s that had become either dissolute or ineffective through decline: those with small
popülations were closed and merged with larger ones.
When Teresa began her reform work, she appealed to Philip for help, as many of
Teresa's superiors and fellow Carmelites were trying to suppress her reform movement.
Philip took an active interest in the reform initiatives of Teresa, and became her most
powerful advocate and patron. Teresa hersclf acknowledged this in a letter to Don Roque
de Huerta, one of her links to Philip, when she stated that "losing the King's favour . . .
would min Our cause, for it is the King who is upholding it and defending it before the
P~pe."~'
Teresa also gave her nuns instructions "that special prayer be always offered for
his majesty, as is done by us now," for without the king's help "everything would have
collapsed."" Teresa's Carmelites carried out her instructions long after she had died. Afier
Philip's death in 1598, the Carmelites claimed that their prayers, along with the heavenly
intercession of Teresa, had helped the king escape the pains of purgatory after rernaining
there for only one week."
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In taking an active role in the reform of religion in Spain, Philip was following in
the footsteps of his fifieenth-century predecessors, Ferdinand and Isabella. Isabella in
particular was especially devout, and she, together with Cardinal Cisneros, attempted to
enact a very similar programme to Philip's a century later. Isabella tned to rationalize the
monastic system by closing smaller houses and amalgamating them wiîh larger ones.
Cisneros was an observant Franciscan, and he, with isabella's support, tried to extend the
observantist reform to al1 the fiaries in the peninsula.:' The role of the crown in
supporting religious refonn was thus a tradition in Spain, and was not simply a product
of the Counter-Reformation or the emergence of confessionalized Catholicism in the
sixteenth century.

In both Strasbourg and Spain, there was a marked continuiîy between the
relationship of reIigion to politics fiom the fifieenth to the sixteenth centuries. It is
therefore perhaps incorrect to emphasize too strongly the links between this relationship
and the emergence of confessionalism after the Reformation. In Strasbourg, the
Reformation allowed an ideology that had existed for some time to be realized politically,
but this process began in the 1520s, well before the Peace of Augsburg and the second
Reformation were to mark the age of confessionalization. Spain also experienced the same
process, perhaps centuries earlier, but without the emergence of various confessions
within its borders. Adrian Hastings has suggested that 1555 does not mark a new period

of CO-operationbetween church and state at all, but is rather the end date of a struggle that
had been fought between the two throughout the Middle Ages, and which resulted, as

" Kamen, Spain. 1469-1714,

pp. 4 5 4 8 .

enshrined in the Peace of Augsburg, with the trïumph of the state over the church.''
The Refonnation and Counter-Reforrnation did not represent a radical

discontinuity in the relationship of religion to politics between the medieval and early
modem periods. The increased authority of the state at the expense of that of the Church
that typifies post-Reformation Europe was in rnany ways a natural development fiom
the pre-existing political situation. Luther's claim that his theology broke the power of
the Church and transferred it to the community, as represented by the state, for which he
did more than anyone since the apostle Paul, was heroic and ~incere;'~
but in retrospect, it
is clear that Luther was not the original or the sole-although

arguably he was the most

effective-champion of the temporal power. Secular princes and councils did not need the
Refonnation message to tell them to endeavour t~ weaken or limit the Church's hold over
society. What the Refonnation did achieve politically in this regard was to give them the
opportunity they needed to accelerate a process that was already well under way.
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Chapter Two:
Katharina Schütz Zell, Teresa of ~ v i l a ,
and the Idea of Reform

In an article published ten years ago, John O'Malley proposed that the idea of
reform as it applies to the early modem period has become a nebulous concept."
Historians have stretched the term until it has corne to signifjr far more than its original
meaning of restoring the episcopacy to the f o m it had at the time of the early church, and
instead is now used to denote almost any kind of religious activity. O'Malley's main
argument, namely that historians have traditionally been too quick at times to place al1 of
the many aspects of Catholicisrn in the earIy modem period under the rubric of Counter
Reformation or Catholic Reformation, is a very important one that needed making.
However, he too greatly restricts the utility of the word "reform" when he suggests that it
should apply only to the activity of those who explicitly, consciously, and continually
state reform as their goal. On the contrary, it is possible to believe in reform and work for
its realization, in a word to be a reformer, without constantly calling attention to one's
work and IabeIIing it as reform.
Such is the case with Schütz Zell and Teresa. They did not habitually use the term
reform. Yet they both had a notion that the contemporary religious situation was
unsatisfactory and that changes to religious practice should be made. They were both
deeply involved with religious reform of one kind or another-Schütz

Zell being mamed

to one of the early leaders of Protestantism in Strasbourg and Teresa orchestrating the
" John W. O'Malley, "Was Ignatius Loyola a Church Reformer? How To Look at Early Modem
Catholicism," Cutlrolic Historical Revierv 77 (199 1): 177-93.

reform of her religious order, the Carmelites. While not adopting the strict limits on the
word reform, the argument of this chapter is nonetheless inspired by the desire to have
Our view o f the religious history of the early modem period reflect its inherent
complexity. It will therefore attempt to disengage Schütz Zell's and Teresa's ideas about
reform fiom a confessionalized 6amework. 1 will argue that their ideals for Christian life
and spirituality cannot be neatly slotted under confessionalized headings. This chapter
will analyze the two women's attitudes towards, and ideas of, reforrn, with an eys
towards determining the extent to which they manifested the effects of
confessionalization, and will show that Schütz Zell's and Teresa's conceptions of reform
were not always determined by the development of confessionalized identities.

Calls for the reform of the Church and of religious life were issued before the
emergence of the Reforrnation in Strasbourg. Johann Geiler von Kaysersberg, the cathedra1
He
preacher fiom 1478 to his death in 1510, was one of reform's prominent adv~cates.'~
called for the rectification of abuses in the institutional Church, but never challenged its
authority or doctrine." His desire for reform was encouraged by the installation in 1506 of
a new bishop in Strasbourg, Count Wilhelm von Monstein, who attempted to impose
greater discipline on the city's clergy, particularly through the elirnination of pluralism
and concubinage;" however, the political strength of the cathedral chapter successfûlly
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resisted these efforts at ref~rrn.'~
After his death, Geiler's replacement, his nephew Pieter Wickram, was widely
regarded as an inadequate successor to his highly-esteerned ~ n c i e . His
' ~ rather incompetent
preaching was to be overshadowed when the AIsatian priest Matthis Zell left his
university post as a professor at Freiburg to take up pastoral duties in Strasbourg in
1518. He was given the parish of St. Lawrence, which met in one of the cathedral's
adjoining chapels. His duties imluded the position of penitentiarizrs, the priest
empowered to hear the confessions of those whose sins could be absohed only by the
bishop." The penitents were often laymen who faced excommunication for failure to pay
their tithes or taxes to the Church. Zell, who did not feel that a matter of mere money
should be sufficient to sever a Christian from the community of the faithful, would
replarly g a n t absolution without requiring the penitent to remit the outstanding fine."
This alone was enough to eam him the displeasure of the bishop, as Zell's mercy was
cutting into the cathedral's revenues. But Zell did not stop there. He continued preaching
in the tradition of Geiler, calling for the reforrn of widespread abuses in Church
administration. The sccpe of his critique soon extended beyond anything Geiler's had,
however, as Zell began to draw upon evangelical ideas in his sermons. and beginning in
late 152 1 Zell used the pulpit to ct-iticize and condemn what he saw to be the many nonscriptural aspects of contemporary religious life." The feast of the Nativity of the Virgin
'' McKee, Katharina Scltiirz Zell, 1 : 19-20.
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(8 September 1522) provided him with the opportunity to attack what was in his view
the extravagant cult of Mary." A11 Saints' Day ( 1 November 1522) elicited a sermon on
the error of praying to the saints for their intercession. Other sermons of that year
involved statements refuting papal decrees, the existence and necessity of purgatory, and
the needless complexities and obligations of canon law."'
Although this assault on several key elements of popular religion and ecclesiastical
institutions certainly alienated some Strasbourgeois," it also proved imrnensely attractive
to others," and the cathedral's chape1 could soon not contain the crowds that came to hear
Zell expound the Gospel message. In June 1522, Zell began delivering his sermons in the
cathedra1 proper in order to accommodate the large number of auditors he attracted. This
breach of protocol offended the less popular Wickrarn, and the cathedra1 chapter refiised
Zell permission to continue preaching from the cathedral's pulpit. Frightsned by the
potential for unrest that might result from the people's preferred preacher being removed
from his pulpit, the city council intervened and ordered a compromise: Zell was to preach
in the cathedral, albeit from a lesser pulpit. In fact, the pulpit was to be a temporary
wooden one, which the parish's carpenters would take down after each of Zel17ssermons
and ihen reassemble just pnor to the next one." Thus we again see Strasbourg's city
council taking a role in guiding the course of religious reform in the city.
The increasing controversy surrounding Zell was sufficient to bring him to the
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attention, and to provoke the censure, of the bishop. On 22 December 1522, Zell was
called before the episcopal vicar and presented with a list of twenty-four articles citing
specific supposedly heretical statements he had uttered fiom the pulpit over the past
several months that had offended conventional Catholic o r t h o d o ~ yThe
. ~ ~following year,
Zell published-in

the vernacular-his

reply io the charges in the form of his treatise

Chnsteliche Verantcvortrrng (1 523). This tract, a codification of the reformed ideas

contained in his sermons, represents the first writîen outline of Zell's evangelical beliefs.

Such was the intellectual milieu out of which Katharina Schütz Zell emerged, and
in which she had been formed. In formulating her o m ideas of reforrn, she drew fieely
fiom the thought of her contemporaries, but she was also not afiaid to take their own
advice and tum directly to the Scriptures herseKWShe did not hesitate to disagree with
them when she felt that they themselves had strayed from the pure Gospel, and she
refbsed to align herself completely with any one of them, with the possible exception of
her husband Matthis Zell.
The insistence on the authority, autonomy, and absolute supremacy of the Gospel
is indeed the comerstone of Schütz Zell's evangelical theology. For her, the entire
Christian faith was contained in the chief point (Harrpstrtckj that Jesus was the Son of
God and the sole saviour of humankind, as recorded in the Gospels. Any article of faith
that went beyond this simple formulation was unnecessary at best, and positively
harmful at worst. This Harrpstuck, or essence of the Gospel, was the touchstone of true
" Stafford, Domesricating the Clergq., pp. 7-8.
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faith for Schütz Zell. Her adherence to it formed the basis of her rejection of several of the
doctrines and practices of the Church of Rome. She could not, for example, find clear
justification for clencal celibacy in the Gospel; therefore, she rejected it as a man-made
addition. Prayers to the saints seemed to underrnine the Gospel's insistence upon the sole
sufficiency of Christ's intercessory power, so she rejected them ~ O O ? She also dismissed
the necessity of godparents at baptism as an unnecessary and unbiblical medieval
accretion.''
The very narrowness of Schütz Ze!17s definition of the Christian faith-the
identification of her chief point with the sum total of belief-is

precisely what made her

conception of the faith as broad and al1-encompassing as it was. Because she was willing
to accept anyone who held to the essence of the Gospel as a fellow Christian, she was
immune to much of the divisiveness that fractured the early Protestant movement.
Evangelicals, Lutherans, Zwinglians, Schwenckfelders, and Anabaptists were al1 equally
acceptable to Schütz Zell, at least in theory-in

actual practice she was not always as

broad-minded as she claimed to be. She did not believe in belonging to a particular party
or faction of Christianity, and the lines that many of her contemporaries so clearly saw as
dividing people into such groups were largely invisible to her.
She actively and continually attempted either to bridge or at least to gloss over as
unimportant the divisions that separated Protestants from one another. In September

1529, she had hosted in her own home a meeting between Zwingli and Oecolampadius,
visiting from Zürich and Base1 respectively, and local reformers such as Bucer, Capito,
uid Sturm. The two Swiss refomers stayed with the Zells for hvo weeks before heading
"
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to the 18 September colloquy at Marburg. When she heard that there Luther had
belligerently opposed Zwingli's interpretatioii of the Lord's Supper, she wrote the
Wittenberg reformer a letter scolding him for his lack of fiatemal charity towards her
former house g ~ e s t . ~
A' precise definition of the nature of Christ's presence in the
elements of the Supper waç for her far less important than CO-operatingharmoniously
with those who believed in the essence of the Gospel. Luther replied in a letter dated 24
January 153l - o v e r a year after Schütz Zell's letter to him-that

the Lord's Supper

most certainly was a vitally important rnatter: he remained unconvinced by Schütz Zell's
argument. Although love for one another is important, for Luther, God must corne first.
His dispute with Zwingli touched upon the affairs of God, and it is not his place, nor
anybody else's, to d a i m that God's business should be subordinated to a human desire
for h a r m ~ n yElsie
. ~ McKee believes that Luther's long delay in responding is yet a
further indication of the annoyance with which he greeted Schütz Zell's opinions."
Undaunted, Schütz Sel1 continued her irenic efforts with an attempt to reconcile
the city's Protestant clergy with Strasbourg's increasing Anabaptist population.' By the

" This letter is not extant. but Schütz ZelI mentions it in a later Ietter to Caspar Schwenckfeld (1 9 October
1553); see McKee, Katliarina Schritz Zell, 2: 135.
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late 1520s: both the magistrates and Strasbourg's official clergy were becoming suspicious
of people who held the radical religious and social beliefs that characterïzed Anabaptism.
Again, she hosted an informa1 conference at her home and managed to bring Lukas
Hackfûrt, one of the city's more prominent crypto-Anabaptists, into agreement with the
clergy over the basic points of doctrine expressed in the Tetrapolitan Confession of 1530,
to which Strasbourg adhered along with the three Swiss cities of Constance, Lindau, and
Memmingen. This incident is notable in that it is one of the few, if not the only, times
Schütz Zell engaged with confessionalization as such, by encouraging someone to agree to
a confession as a statement of belief For the most part, Schütz Zel! recognized no
confession but the Gospel. In this case, she was making use of confessionalization to
advance her cause of harmony among Christians, who ought to rieed nothing more than
the essence of the Gospel in order to corne together. Othenvise, Schütz Zell's
straightforward definition of what constituted true Christianity made her resistant to the
process of confessionalization. This strict adherence to the simplest of formulations of
true faith in the Gospel is perhaps best manifested by her participation in the so-called
Rabus affair.
Ludwig Rabus came to Strasbourg in 1543/44 as a young student to attend the
theological and pastoral academy that had been established in the city in 1538." He
boarded at the home of the Zells and came to be widely regarded as their foster son.9X
Afier Matthis Zell's death in January 1548, Rabus replaced him as the pastor of Saint
Lawrence parish; the relationship between Rabus and his foster-mother began to Sour
shortly thereafter. Rabus was of a different generation, with a much more self-conscious

" McKse, Katharina
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and self-assertive confessional identity. The do,matic Rabus did not care for
Strasbourg' s-and

especially Schütz Zeli's-tolerance

of those whom he deemed

dangerous sectarians, chief among whom were the Anabaptists and SchwenckfeIders. The
first decisive break between the two came in 1553, when Rabus left Strasbourg for
Tübingen in order to eam his doctorate in theology? This was a grave mis-step in Schütz
Zell's eyes. The domination of the Gospel by the learned, school-trained theologians, had
been one of the most opprobrious features of the unreformed medieval Churcl-i. Luther
had made it clear to all, she felt, that al1 Christians were made coequals in the priesthood
by Christ's sacrifice. The fact that Luther had hirnself been a doctor of theology did not,
Schütz Zell believed, weaken her argument: Luther had been forced by the dictates of his
age to attend university in order to acquire the authority to speak on matters of faith.
Now, however, that the true Gospel had been reveafed by the efforts of men such as
Luther, Bucer, and her own husband, the pursuit of empty and meaningless degrees was
no longer necessary for one who would follow Christ by tending his flock. Faith in Christ
and adherence to God's Word now took the place of scholastic degrees, or at least ought
to have done so in Schütz Zell's opinion. According to her, Rabus, through his greedy
quest for honours, threatened to return to the days when the Gospel was held captive by
a tyrannical priesthood.'"
Schütz Zell's plea did not have its desired effect, and Rabus returned from
Tübingen with his sense of confessional exclusivity intact, and perhaps even
strengthened. He made use of his pulpit as never before to fulminate against
Schwenckfeld, the Anabaptists, and anybody else whom he felt did not conforrn to a
" McKee, Katharina Schiic Zell, 1 : 152-53.
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strict Lutheran interpretation of the Gospel and the sacra ment^.'^' Matters came to a head
when, in late 1556, Rabus abandoned his pastoral responsibilities in Strasbourg in order to
take up a position as church superintendent in

The Strasbourg council, incensed at

Rabus' betrayal, refused to provide hirn with the testimonial that his new employers, the
city council of Ulm, requested. In order to explain to Ulm's council why Strasbourg's
magistrates refused him their blessing-and
himself-Rabus

perhaps to justi@ his own decision to

started a vicious and vitriolic campaign against his former city, no doubt

a1so motivated by his angry frustration at not getting what he wanted from them. On 20
January 1557, Rabus retumed to Strasbourg to give the magistrates there his thoughts.
Strasbourg was intolerable to him, he stated, because of its tolerance of the continued
existence of Catholic clergy and services, as well as of Anabaptists and Schwenckfelders.
Strasbourg's schools did not, in his opinion, teach the Augsburg Confession to their
pupils, and even hired instructors-Elsie
Martyr Vermigli here-who

McKee believes that he is referring to Peter

were in fact openly opposed to several of its article^."'^ He

afso, audaciously, asked the coluncil for permission to give a final sermon to his former
congregation, as his earlier surreptitious departure had not allowed him to bid them
farewell. The council, understandably, refused, citing the possibility of such a sermon
inducing unrest among the congregation. They also repeated their refusal to give him his
coveted testimonial, but instead granted him permission to take his family and leave
' O ' For more on the use of the sermon as a tool for reinforcing confessional differences, see Patrick T.
Ferry, "Confessionalization and Popular Preaching: Sermons against Synergism in Reformation Saxony,"
Sirteenth Centqv Journal 28 ( 1 997): 1 143-66; Bodo Nischan, "Demarcating Boundanes: Lutheran
Pericopic Sermons in the Age of Confessionalization," Archiv jfir Refornzationsgeschichte 88 (1997):
199-2 16.
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Strasbourg. When he returned to Ulm, Rabus had to explain to the magistrates there why
the Strasbourg council would not give him their recommendation. He repeated to them the
same accusations he had made at Strasbourg, portraying his former employers as being of
dubious integity and orthodoxy. The magistrates of Ulm seemed to accept this as a
plausible rezson wby the apparently conu2t and spitehl magistrates of Strasbourg were
refusing Rabus the testimonial that was evidently his due?
When Schütz Zell, who was serious'iy il1 at the time and unaware of these events,
heard Iater what had happened, she took it upon herself to rebuke Rabus, ostensibly in
the spirit of correction that al1 Christians were obliged to display when they saw a
brother in error or mortal moral danger.'" In a lengthy letter that she sent to hirn on 24
March 1557, she begins by challenging the reasons he gave for leaving Strasbourg. It is not
fair, she claims, to say that he departed because of the city's toleration of Catholics. The
city had been forced to allow the continuation of Catholic rites of worship after the
imposition of the imperial Interim of 1548; if this bothered Rabus so much, he should
have campaigned harder against it.lWInstead, she remembers Rabus quietly accepting the
Interim without protest. Besides, she says, Ulm also has a Catholic population that
would be equally protected, so the excuse that he has gone there to escape Roman
idolatry simply does not hold up. Indeed, Schütz Zell inforrns Rabus that word has
reached Strasbourg that he has begun wearing the surplice (Chorhenibd), as is presumably
the custorn in his new city. If Catholicism were so repugnant to him, why has he reverted
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to the wearing of this papal ga~ment?'~'
Schütz Zell proceeds to defend the other main group that Rabus attacked in his
justification for leaving, the so-called sectarians. The Zwinglians, Anabaptists, and
Schwenckfelders al1 hold to the essence of the Gospel, and do not deserve the contempt
of Rabus.'" His previnus condernnation and current abandonment o f them is against
Christian brotherhood. And again, as with the Catholics, sectarians exist in Ulm as well.
The main difference is that Ulm allows him to persecute those who do not hold to his
strict persona1 interpretation of Lutheranism whereas the people o f Strasbourg allow for a
greater acceptance of differences. Schütz Zell therefore concludes that the only reason
Rabus left Strasbourg was to advance in worldly power and wealth. Reminiscent of her
earlier critique of his desire to gain the doctorate, she makes note of his apparent need for
honours and titles-which

she associates with unreformed Catholicism-and

suggests

that he took the position in Ulm for this reason.lO'
Rabus did not receive her rebuke well. He responded with a highly abusive letter,

Ia7 '*Zum andern muss ich mich auch ein wenig mit euch ersprached vom weissen Chorhernbd/ das jr wie
e m a n die Münch orden Trutenhuser geheissen und andere/ über den rock an thun/ dessen ich mich lang nit
hab konden bereden lassen/ das jrs thun solterd dieweil auch jr/ als ein junger rnand in den vollen lauff
dess Evangelij korned nie keins angethod warumb sind jr nich in solcher freyheit bliben? Ir haben euch
doch ethvarz hoch genimptl d a jr kein character oden zeichen des Bapsts an euch habed und dessen ein
sondere freud unnd hoffart gehebtf Wis haben dann jr jetz ewer selbs vergessed und jrr worden?" Ein
Brieff. in McKee, Kutilarina Scitiirz Zell, 2 : 196.

'" McKee, Katharina Sclriitz Zeli, 1 : 186; John Oyer. "Maria and Ursula van Beckum", in C. Arnold
Snyder and Linda A. Huebert Hecht, eds., Profiles of Anabaptist Women: Sivteenih-Centztry Reforming
Pioneers (Waterloo: Wilfnd Laurier University Press, 1996), p. 335.
'" "Lieber ersuchen ewer verborgen gewissen mit ernst/ o b euch nicht der keib unnd hochfart1 dess obersten
ampts under euch getr!!ckt habe/ drts jr Heir Superintendens der oberst auffseher heisseni damit jr die andem
a m e n schwachen helffer unnd Prediged im zwang unnd gehorsame fiirerd wider jr çewissen oder
unverstandi nit h6her oder niderer zu gucked glauben noch prediged dann was j r jn fiirschreiben. Darumb
haben jr auch disen nammen und ampt erdachtl das jedermann in ewer gehorsame g a n g oder zu Statt und
land aussi und hoch vencht/ bey der Oberkeit und jedermann zu machen. O Hem Gott ist das nicht e b v a
vom Bapstl und seinen Bischoffen gelert?" Ein Briefi in McKee, Katharina S c h k Zell, 2 : 191.

dated 19 April 1557, accusing her of spreading lies about him."%t this point, Schütz Zell
decided to make t h e ü disagreement public. Later that year, on 30 December 1557, she had
their correspondence published as A Letter- to the Entire Popztlation of Strasbourg, which
also contained an apologia explaining her reasons for publicizing the conflict and
elaborating on her defence of Strasbourg and its sectarians.
The magistrates' response to Schütz Zell's participation in the Rabus affair
provides another example of the interpenetration of religion and politics in Strasbourg.
Their role in the affair itself shows the authority that they held over the ciergy inasmucb
as it was within their purview, and not that of fellow clergy, to endorse-or refrain from
endorsing-the city's rninisters: their authority over guaranteeing reiigious order within
the city is further illustrated by their intervention into Schütz Zell's dispute with Rabus.
The publication of Schütz Zell's apology and correspondence came to the
attention of the Rat in March 1558. The council had not approved the printing or
distribution of the book, and was concerned that it would arouse unrest among those who
were purchasing and reading it. Strasboug7sreligious peace was at this time so
fiactured-and

Rabus' former panshioners so angry-that

further provocation was

thoroughly undesirable. The Ratsherren called Schütz Zell before them and ordered her to
cease selling the work and to mm any remaining copies over to them. Although there were
reports that the Ratslzerrerr had ordered her arrest and irnprisonment, this probably did
not happen. As was the case when her husband and the other reformers faced prosecution
at the hands of the bishop thirty-five years previously, Schütz Zell's popularity made it
"O "Dein schreibed das nicht der Geist Gomes/ welcher ein geist der warheit i d sonder des Teuffels geistl
so ein lugner von anfang gewesed auss dir getribed wii ich fleissig aumiebed m m zeugnuss deines
unverscharnpten mauls! da du tratzlich darffest einen diener Christil ungehortl unbehgti auffs aller
Teuffelisch LU schenden und zu schmehen." Letter from Rabus, 19 April 1557, quoted by Schütz Zell, "Ein
Brieff," in McKee, Katharina Schütz Zell, 2 : 177.

imprudent to punish her too severely."' Besides, the Ratsheweri certainly had very little
respect themselves for Rabus at this point. Their main concem was with suppressing the
disturbance.
Their anxiety was justified when Rabus wrote to the Ratshewen to request, once
again, a testimonial and atso to protest Schütz Zell's book, claiming that the council had
not gone far enough in disciplining her for what he felt was libel on her part. According to
a group of Strasbourgeois merchants who had recently visited Ulm, several of the citizens
there felt that the Strasbourg Rat had endorsed the book, and that it had been directed
against the entire city of Ulm and al1 of its people, not merely Rabus. The Strasbourg
Ratsherren replied to Rabus that they had not known about Schütz Zell's book until it

had already been published and that they certainly did no! endorse its contents. This
seems to have been enough to defuse the problem."'
Schütz Zell's role and participation in the Rabus affair reveals several key aspects
of her evangelical theology. In defending Strasbourg, its sectarians, and its first generation
of reformers against Rabus' contempt, her own ideas corne out strongly. Her attack upon

Rabus' factional prejudice underscores her own belief in the universality of the essence of
the Gospel arnong evangelical Christians. However, the limits of her irenic vision are also

exposed. After closer analysis, it becomes clear that Schütz Zeil was very particular about
to whom she chose to extend her ostensibly universal toieration. It is obvious, for
example, that Catholics are not to be included among those who hold to the essence of the
Gospel, even though they too believed in Jesus as the Son of God and saviour of man. If
her reactions to bot11 the Rabus affair and to the Marburg colloquy are compared, the
Il'
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selectivity of her theology becomes readily apparent. On the one hand, she is upset with
Luther for not setting aside his differences with Zwingli over something so minor-so
believes-as

she

whether Christ is physically present in the Eucharist, yet she herself finnly

rebukes Rabus for calling the issue of clerical vestments a matter of ndiuphom.
Contemporary theologians, however, if we were to judge by the heated debates on the
subject, might be more likely to agree with Rabus that the problem of the Lord's Supper
was a more crucial point than the wearing of the ~urplice."~
Lorna Jane Abray calls the
debate over the Eucharist the "central question" of the intemecine Protestant theological
controversies;"" and it was in part the lack o f agreement over eucharistic doctrine that
prompted the composition of the Tetrapolitan Confession as a counterpart to the
Augsburg Confession. Schütz Zell's response to Marburg further illustrates the influence
of her own ideas in calling for concord between Christians: she chastises Luther for not
conceding such an unimportant doctrine, when she could just as well have directed the
same criticism against Zwingli, or even herself.
Not only does the Rabus affair show who fits, and who does not, into Schütz
Zell's paradiam of evangelicai Chnstianity, it also illuminates her ideas regarding how
reform is ta bç spread. Schütz Zell was solidly opposeà to the use of force or cornpuision
of any kind in bringing people to the Gospel. She did not appreciate Rabus' mocking and
insulting frorn the pulpit the beiiefs of those whom he deerned sectarians. Even though
she too had her differences with some of her fellow evangelicals, she felt that they should
always be treated with love and respect. It was counterproductive to berate or even
persecute them for several reasons. First, to do so goes against the counsels of the spirit

"'Euan Cameron,
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of charity. The faithful were told by Jesus to love one another; he said nothing about
entering into protracted theological disputations with one another. Among those who
followed Jesus, unity was far more important than uniformity. It is sinfûl to introduce
unnecessary discord over matters of little or only secondary importance. Secondly,
compulsion in rnatters of the spirit is ineffective. Because faith came about by grace
operating in the individual soul, nobody couId force belief to appear in anyone else.
Extemal observance and obedience could of course be regulated, but this could not affect
the heart.
Again, however, a contradiction in Schütz Zell's theology becomes apparent.
Needless to Say, she still did not include Catholics in her formulations, and stated quite
plainly that she couid not stand the idea of a single rnonk singing Mass, though he be
doing it in hiding and without disturbing other~."~
The very existence of such
blasphemous superstition was disturbing enough. More to the point, however, is her
obvious refusal to extend any kind of toleration for Rabus' views. Time and again she
atternpted to argue or publicly embarrass Rabus into thinking as she did while never
acknowledging-to

him or to herself-that

this was what she was doing, al1 the while

preaching a doctrine of tolerance and non-compulsion. Once Rabus had lefi for Ulm,
senously offending the council and people of Strasbourg in the process, there would seem
to be very little purpose in trying to debate with him; he could obviously not readily
r e m afier such an exit. Yet it was Schütz Zell who initiated the correspondence. Again,
when she did not get the response she desired, it was she who decided to have the
correspondence published, making a previously private disagreement public, with the
addition of an extended introduction serving as one final volley against Rabus.
IL'
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The breadth of Schütz Zell's application of the essence of the Gospel-though,
has been shown, it was not as broad as she claimed-served

as

to immunize her against the

theological or ideological effects of confessionalization. She claimed to be no party
member, but Christ's alone. Once again, however, we can see another process at work.
The limits of Schütz Zell's tolerance expose important dimensions within her conception
of reform. The revival of Christianity was for her fundamentally a revival of faith. One
must believe in the Hartpstuck in order to be a Christian. It was possible to hold several
other beliefs as well, as long as al1 of them were subordinate to the chief point and none of
them contradicted it. It was therefore necessary to believe itz the chief point, and to
believe in it as the chief point. This was at the root of her complaint against Catholics.
They might have believed, like her, that Jesus was the Son of God, the saviour of
mankind, and the mediator between the two, but they also, so it seemed to her, held many
other beliefs on a par with this one. Late medieval Cathoiicism did not emphasize the
Haupstzrck as the centrepiece of its doctrines; rather it was one of many that one had to

believe in to rernain within the Church. Indeed, it seemed to her, as to many of the
reformers, that belief in general enjoyed only a low prïority within Catholicism, and that
much more attention was paid to ceremony, ritual, and even the exchange of money. This
was surely how her husband had felt when serving as peizitentiarizcs.1'6
It is for this reason that the next dimension of her evangelical ideology seems

unusual, for Schütz Zell consistently placed actions above beliefs in terms of importance.
It made little difference to her what beliefs people held in their hearts beyond the essence

of the Gospel. She felt that this was a private matter of little importance to others, or
even to God. Actions, however, carried much more significance, affecting even those who
"" Stafford, Domesticating the Clergy, pp. 29-30; McKee, Katharina Schiitz Zel/, 1: 33-34.

were not present:'" it was a great source of discornfort for her that Mass was still being
said in her city; she was thoroughiy appalled that Rabus had taken to wearing the
surplice. Her one major argument with her friend and husband's colleague Martin Bucer

was also over practice, in this case his desire to have godparents present at the baptisrn of
a baby. Schütz Zell opposed godparents because they complicated the act of baptism
through an unnecessary addition and because she could not find evidence for them in
scnpture. She also did not believe in private or emergency baptisms; the latter irnplied
that it was the physical act of baptism that was fiecessary to salvation while the former
also emphasized the mere physical aspects of the sacrament when it should represent the
entry of the believer into the public community of faith. Here, then, there is a tight link
between her theological ideas and her feelings regarding practice. There is a much looser
link, however, between her theology and the issue of vestments, and her main opposition
to the surplice was merely that it was a papai relic. While it may not have been scriptural,
it was not manifestly unscriptural or anti-scriptural. Her quarrel was more with what it
represented: it was a means of setting apart through dress a distinct clergy, elevated above
the cornmon lay believer.
Schütz Zell may be situateci within the broader history and histonography of
tolerance. Lorna Jane Abray has detailed Strasbourg's particular reluctance to make
matters of conscience matters for the political authorities, and Strasbourgeois society as a
whole tended to be more open to religious pluralism than other contemporary cities.
However, Abray also shows that this was not necessarily rooted in any positive
cornmitment to tolerance as an ideology. For most of the sixteenth century, religious
tolerance merely served as a means of avoiding disputes. While it may disnipt the
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community to have a multiplicity of confessions within the city, it would no doubt
Very few
dismpt it even more to try to impose any kind of uniformity of cons~ience."~
prosecutions for religious crimes led to execution in Strasbourg, and those that did were
almost exclusively for open crimes against morality rather than for holding beliefs deemed

Schütz Zell differed fiom Strasbourg's magistrates in that she did profess to hold
toleration as something good in and of itself, as something which Christian charity
dernanded, and not merely as an expedient to avoid conflict at a time when the city was
not secure enough to endure such division. Schütz Zeil may m e r be associated with a
certain strand of tolerance that would not extend its tolerance to the int~lerant."~
This
seems to be behind her feud with Rabus. It was, above a11 else, his intolerance of
Strasbourg's sectarians that led to their dispute. He could not expect her to be accepting
of his beliefs once he had lefi the umbrella of toleration by being intoIerant himself.
Other aspects of Schütz Zell's thoiight may be explained through reference to
conternporary or near-contemporary developments. Bodo Nischan has shown how in the
late Reformation, Protestantism, which had begm with solafide and sola scriptrtra as its
watchwords, became preoccupied with ritual as a means of defining one's particular
Protestant identity.I2OSchütz Zell's grave concems with the rituals surrounding baptism
and the wearing of vestments rnay allow us to conclude that this process had begun long
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before the so-called confessional period began with the Peace of Augsburg in 1555.
Finally, the fluidity of Schütz Zell's theological thought reflects the situation in
Strasbourg, and indeed throughout much of Europe, in the early Reformation. Miriam
Usher Chrisman has carried out a detailed analysis of lay pamphleteers in German cities
of this period, which shows that many of their authors cannot be easily placed within a
strict confessional framework."' Their theological positions were often highly
personalized, reflecting their own particular places in society or family. They could hold

an amalgam of varied beliefs culled fiom divers reformers without forming them into a
cohesive systern. Some were opposed to al1 such systems, and portrayed themselves as
simple evangelicals, distinct frotn both the arpmentative Catholics and Lutherans.
Although she preferred the title of "Church Mother""' to that of "reformer,"
Katharina Schütz Zell had a strong notion of what reformed and purified Christianity,
founded upon the essence of the Gospel, should comprise. It should be marked by a focus

on Christ as the centre of the Christian's life and accompanied by a love of neighbour.
The tolerance which she showed towards fellow followers of the Gospel tended to erode
what seemed to her to be the artificial bamers between Protestants that confessionalized
thinken such as Rabus wanted to construct. She undoubtedly possessed an identity as an
evangelical Christian; yet it was one she held independently of the ideological structure of
confessionalized Lutheranism.

a a!so known for her strong Christian identity, and has long been
Teresa of ~ v i l is
seen as one of the more prominent saints of the Counter-Reformation. Almost
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irnrnediately after her death, she was lauded as Catholic Spain's answer to Luther.I3
Moden historians have echoed the opinion of her early modem contemporaries, and have
upheld Teresa's reputation, describing her as "one of the most important saints of the
Counter-Ref~rmation,"~"and calling her "the outstanding provincial genius of the
Counter-Refomati~n."~'~
These descriptions are seldom supported by an analysis of
what makes Teresa a Counter-Reformer, and instead seem to be based iargely on the
assumption, challenged by John O'Malley, that any dynamic development within
Catholicism of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries should be ptaced under the rubric

of Counter Reformation. This traditional categorization marks many scholars' discussions
of Teresa? A carefiil and thorough reading of her ideas about reform shows that while
the Reformation and Catholicism's response to it were important to her, they did not
form the primary motivation in her efforts to establish what was to become the discalced
Carmelite order. An observantist-derived desire to uphold the original terms of the
Carmelite Rule and thereby recreate a religious order devoted to contemplative prayer was

'" Carlos M. N. Eire, From Madrid to Purgatory, pp. 502-10. The notion that Ignatius Loyola was the
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instead what was at the heart of her rnovernent.
The roots of what later became the Teresian reforrn of the Carmelite order lie in

Teresa's early expenences as a nun. She had entered the Carmelite convent of the
Incarnation in her home town of ~ v i l aless out of a deep sense of personal devotion than
out of a nagging fear that she would be damned if she did not enter the religious life.
According to her autobiopphical Lfe, she remained in this state of anxiety and lukewarm
piety for about twenty years. In the Lent of 1555, she then had a conversion experience
while meditating on an image of the scourged Christ (an ecce homo) after reading the
Confessions of Augustine."' She found herself filled with the desire to lead a more austere

life of intense contemplation, which she found difficult to do at the crowded house of the
Incarnation.
At around the same time, Teresa discovered that the Rule of the Camelite order
under which she was living was not as it was originally written. She had atready forrned
the idea to found a new house devoted to the contempiative life, and now she determined
that it should operate under the original, unrnitigated Carmelite Rule. The earliest extant
evidence of Teresa's plans cornes in the form of a letter to her brother Don Lorenzo de
Cepeda dated 23 December 1561. In it we can see how she envisions her new convent as
redressing the main problems and hstrations she was facing at the Incarnation1have written to you already, at great length,"%bout something which, for
many reasons and causes, 1 have been unable to avoid doing, because the
inspiration came fiom God. . . . 1 will only say that, in the opinion of holy
and learned persons, 1 must not be cowardly, but put al1 1 can into this

task, which is the foundation of a new convent.

"'Lqe, in Collected
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"* The Ietter to which she here refers is no longer extant.

Teresa proceeds to outline to her brother her designs for the new convent:
There are to be only fifteen nuns in it, and this number is never to be added
to; they will live in the strictest enclosure, never going out, and seeing no
one without having veils over their faces, and the foundation of their lives
will be prayer and mortification."'
The strict limit on the number of nuns that were to live in the house was to counter the
overcrowding and its attendant negative effects on private meditation that she had found
at the Incarnation. The nuns of the Incarnation were also frequently leaving the convent to
visit fiends and farnily; Teresa's insistence on enclosure would put an end to this
distracting practice. The new convent she wanted to establish answered her particular
idiosyncratic spiritual needs, and at this point it is clear that she had no intention of
making fùrther foundations, nor of attempting to restore existing Carmelite houses to the
original Rule. Once her new convent, which she named St. Joseph's, was built, Teresa
intended to live there contentedly for the rest of her life. Two things, however, altered
this situation. In 1566, the Franciscan missionary Alonso Maldonado visited St.
Joseph's. He had just retumed fiom Mexico, and he told Teresa about the herculean
missionary effort that he felt was needed in that land in order to avoid the loss of millions

of souk among the native pop~1ation.l'~
This news distressed Teresa a great deal. She
wished she could go to the New World herself to help, but such a vocation was not
compatible with the cloistered life of a Carmelite nun. Her anxiety came to an end when
she believed she heard God tell her that he would work other "great things" through her.
Six months later, the prior general of her order, Giovanni Baptista Rossi, while conducting
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a visitation of Carmelite houses in Spain, arrived at St. Joseph's."' It was only after the
prior general of her order visited her convent, was impressed by what he saw, and ordered
her to establish several more convents according to the unrnitigated Rule, that the idea of a
project of foundations came into existence.
If Teresa's entire scheme was a reaction to someone else's request, the pattern
held true for each of her foundations individually as well. Her convents came about when
somebody else-often a politically prominent person such as the Princess Eboli or
Francisco Valezquez, the administrator for the Duke of Alba-contacted her, requesting
that she found a house in his or her region and offenng to act as its patron. She did not
reguiarly search out new locations for foundations, but instead continued to respond to
the requests of others. Indeed, she found the process of founding new houses tiresome
and distracting, and expressed a desire on several occasions merely to remain in one
convent and there to live out the rest of her days in peaceful contemplation.'"
Throughout most of this penod, Teresa did not think of what she was doing as
forrning a systematic reform of the Cannelite order. She did not use the word "reform" in
any of her major works, not even in the Fotrndatiorts, the retrospective account of the
spread of her convents where it would seem to be most likely to appear. The only
occasions on which she did refer to what slie was doing as "reform" were in letters to
people such as Philip II who were themselves interested in reform. Unlike cther medieval
and early moden reformers of the mendicant orders, Teresa did not try to export reform
fkom her convents to those that still observed the mitigated Rule. Whereas, for example,

the Dominican refonn involved the establishment of at least one reformeci liouse in each of
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the order's provinces that would attract fnars, train thern in the strict observance, then
send them out to colonize laxer houses,"' Teresa's foundations were settled fairly
randomly across Spain on an ad hoc basis, and she did not encourage the movement of

nuns between her convents and those of the mitigated obsenrance."'
Teresa was far more concerned with preserving the mode of Iife she had
established in the sixteen convents she founded before her death than she was with seeing
it spread beyond her own houses. Much of the instruction she gave her nuns was on the
subject of avoiding deviations ftom the primitive Rule. Repeatedly, she warns her nuns to
beware the "little things9-minor infractions against the Rule-that,

if not continually

checked, will soon lead to the dissipation of the religious life of a convent. She illustrated
her point to her nuns with a sirnile drawn from nature:
If they [faults] take root, they will be harder to eradicate and even many
others could anse from them. If we plant an herb or small tree and water it
each day, it grows so strong that aftenvard you need a shovel and a pickax
to get it out by the roots. Committing the same fault each day, however
small, if we do not make arnends for it, is like watering a plant each day.'j5
Her anxiety over "little things" went beyond spiritual cornrnzrniqués to her nuns,
and informed the language of the administrative documents she drafted for the regulation
13'
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Medirarions on the Song of Songs, in Collected Works of Sr. Teresa of A vila, 2: 230.

of her foundations. In the Constitutions she drew up in 1563 for her first convent of St.
Joseph's at ~ v i l ashe
, explicitly forbade
the Sisters [to] have any particular possessions. . . . This is very important
because through small things the devil can bring about a relcixation of the
perfection in which poverty is o b s e r ~ e d . " ~
Once her first fomdation had spawned others, she additionally nipulated that priests
should inspect her convents frequently in order to ensure that the nuns were living out
their Rule properly:
The official visitation should take place once a year so that with love faults
may be gradually corrected and removed. For if the nuns do not understand
that at the end of the year those who have committed thern wiLl be
corrected and punished, year after year goes by and the religious
observance becomes so lax that when one wants to provide a remedy it is
impossible to do so [as] the nuns grown accustomed to the relaxation in
observance. in our human nature custom is a terrible thing, and little by
Iittle, through small things, irremediable harm is done to the order. . . .
What the visitator should insist upon is that the nuns observe the
constitutions. A prïoress who takes great liberty in breaking the laws of
the constitutions and does so for little reason or habitually, thinking that
this or that matters little, wiIl do great harm to the house. Let this be
understood, and if it doesn't appear so at once, time will prove it. This is
the reason monasteries and even religious orders have gone so astray in
some places. They pay little attention to small matters and hence corne to
faIl in very great ones. It will be very bothersome for the visitator to attend
to the many trifling matters referred to here, but it will be more
bothersome for him when fiom his not doing so he sees the backsliding
that will result.'"
For Teresa, then, reform was a perpetual process to be undertaken out of devotion to the
Caxmelite order and its Rule. It was not a one-time response to external events.

"" Cortsrirurions, in Collected Works of Sr. Teresa of Avila, 3: 321-22.
On ~Makingthe Visitation, in Collected Works of St. Teresa ofAvila, 3: 338, 344, 34849.

Ultirnately, the evidence presented in this chapter shows that it was possible for
people such as Schütz Zell and Teresa to be what may be described as semiconfessionalized. At times their thought and behaviour evince aspects of
confessionalization. Schütz Zell had certainly developed a strong sense of confessional
identity in opposition to Catholics. She thoroughly believed that slie was distinct fkom
them in severa! key ways and, while for a time after her conversion to the Gospel she
tried to negotiate with individuaI Catholics, she eventually realized that any Catholic who
had not converted by the late 1520s was obviously stubbom in his error. Schütz Zell did
not define the same boundaries between herself and other Protestants, however. On the
contrary, she positively resisted what were in her eyes artificial party divisions of this
sort. While she was aware of the differences between Lutherans, Zwinglians, Anabaptists,
and so forth, she atternpted to deal with al1 of them as equals. The only distinction she

made among Protestants that had any real rneaning to her was that between those who
folIowed the message of "the first generation" and those who, in her opinion, ignored their
teachings and instead introduced innovations, concentrated on non-essentials, and fostered
divisiveness.
There was not always a transparent Iogic to Schütz Zell's distinction, and at times
it rnay appear as though she is merely being cliquish, trading on her association with
luminaries such as Luther and Zwingli and disparaging those who were not part of her
crowd and moreover not willing to acknowledge its superiority. For example, she felt that
her deep disagreement with Bucer regarding the role of godparents in baptisrn was not
serious enough to undemine their fundamental bond, yet Rabus' wearing of the surplice
was. However, few people tmly are wholly consistent, and this is not the place to engage
in a psychohistory of Schütz Zell's reasons for discriminating between one kind of

difference and another. The main point is that, in her case, religious identity was not the
same thing as confessional identity.
Teresa evinces an equally inconsistent position with regard to confessionalization.
In certain instances, she implies that her foundations are in part a response to the
challenge of Protestantism, as she constructs new convents and chapels for every one the
Protestants empty or destroy.'" Throughout most of her writings, however, Protestants
make no appearance, and at these times her convents are portrayed as purely the product

of a desire to establish houses where pious men and uromen can serve God and live out
their faith through contemplative prayer. She could therefore alternately draw upon
Counter-Reforrnation motives as well as on the same motives that drove the founding of
religious bouses throughout the Middle Ages. Another important inspiration for Teresa's
work was Catholic, and specifically Spanish, expansion into the New World. Jean
DeIurneau and John O'Malleyl'%ave noted the revitalizing effect this expansion had on
Catholicism in the sixteenth centwy. While part of the excitement was based on an idea
that the souls rhat would be converted to Christianity in the New World would
compensate for the Loss of so many other souk to heresy in Europe, it also must be kept
in mind that this expansion antedated the emergence of Protestantism: Columbus, who
interpreted his voyages as contributing to the glory of Catholic Chnstendom, died over
ten years before Luther produced his ninety-five theses."' It was Teresa's hearing of the
work of the missions in the New World through Maldonado, and not the Refomation,
"Totrndarions, in Collected Workr of SE. Teresu of Avila, 3: 187.
"" Jean Delumeau, Catholicism benr.een Lutlzer and Voltaii-e:A New View of the Colozter-Refornzation,
trans. Jeremy Moiser (London: Burns & Oates. 1977), pp. 60-95; O'Malley, "Was Ignatius Loyola a
Church Reformer?" pp. 185-86 and Trent and Al1 That, pp. 67-69.

""or
Columbus' interpretation of his endeavours, see Christopher Columbus: Four Voyages to rlre New
World, trans. R. H. Major ('New York: Citadel Press, 1992).

that inspired her to do "great things" for the Catholic Church. Carde Slade has pointed
out the possibility that Teresa modelled the accounts of her foundations on the narratives
that conquistadores were sending back to Spain describing their exploits in the
Arnericas."' For Teresa, therefore, as well as for other Catholics in Spain, reform was not
wholly dependent upon a confessionalized Counter-Reformation idedogy, as Schütz
Zell's reforrn ideas were not based soiely upon the mainstrem of Reformation thought.
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Carole Slade, Sr. Teresa oj-Avila. pp. 11 1-20.

Chapter Three:
Confessionalization and the
Lord's Prayer

In a paper fust delivered to the annual meeting of the American Society of Church

History in 1980, Robert Kingdon described what he saw to be two ways to approach the
history of religion, and delineated the difference between them."' Church history may, he
said, be either institutional or intellectual in focus. The intellectual history of the church
deals PI-imarilywith what he calls the church as ideology; that is, its focus is on religious
ideas or ideologies. institutional church history, on the other hand, treats the church as a
concrete, corporate, institutional body. In making his distinction, Kingdon was recasting,
perhaps unconsciously, the sirnilar divisions described by H. Outram Evennett. In a
lecture on the subject he gave in 1951, Evennett distinguished between ecclesiastical
history and the history of ~pirituality,"~
respectively the equivalents of Kingdon's
histones of the institutional church and the ideological church; Kingdon had himself
admitted in his paper that British historians, of which Evennett was one, tended to be
much more sensitive to the difference between the two approaches than the American
scholars Kingdon was addressing in his talk.
1 have thus far attempted to engage both approaches by situating Katharina

Schütz Zell and Teresa of ~ v i l in
a their socio-political-that

is,

Nzstitiitio,~aZ-environments and by tracing their ideas of reform. At this point, 1 will add

"'Robert M. Kingdon, "The

Church: Ideology or Institution?" Ch~trchHistoty 50 (1981): 81-97.

"'H.Outram Evennett, The Spirit of the Counter-Reforrnatioli, ed. John Bossy (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, l968), pp. 1-22

a fiirtfier distinction, and divide the intellectual history of religion into two more
categones. The subjects of this study, Schütz Zell and Teresa, held two different types of
religious ideas: the corporate and the personal, or the public and the pnvate. The
difference between the hvo types of ideas rnay be roughly compared to the distinction
between doctrine and devotion: religion in theory and, as it were, in practice. Schütz
Zell's and Teresa's ideas about reform may be pIaced under the rubric of public or
corporate ideology. They focus on the subject of the larger community of believers, and
although they certainly have an impact on the individual's place within that community.
the issues involved are different in nature fkom tliose affecting the individual believer7s

personal relationship with God. For exarnple, a treatise advocating the abolition of the
excommunication of those who have failed to pay certain fees spezks to the marner in
which the church, the corporate body of believers, is to be govemed- While the authors of
these treatises felt that their opinions on these matters were rooted in fundamental
theological ideas that had senous implications for one's persona1 salvation, such works
are not and were not intended to be works of pious devotion. True Christian living did
not, for the reformers of any confessional stripe, reside in the correction of abuses per se.
That process was merely a means to an end; abuses should be corrected in order that
Christian living, the true purpose of the church, might be allowed to flowish.
At this point, we will shift our attention to the private, devotional aspects of

Schütz Zell's and Teresa's thought. John O'Malley has zalled for more attention to be
paid to the history of "religion in and of itself-religion

not as a political or social force

but as a yearning for the transcendent or an experience of it.'"" Complementing studies of

moral codes and religious wars should be, he believes, studies of the mental and emotional
"'O'MaIley, Trent and Ali That,p. 139.

worlds of people fiom the past that analyze what they actually felt and believed. He
expressly mentions Teresa, suggesting that to the image of her as an "entrepreneur or
proto-feminist" who established new convents and then supposedly set them up to be
factories of feminine resistance, must be added the image of a "mystic and teacher of
spirituai w i ~ d o m . ' ' ' ~ ~
Both Teresa's and Schütz Zeli's spiritual wisdorn can be seen in their witings on

the Lord's Prayer. As these writings were ot-iginally composed for an intended audience,
it may appear that they are not absolutely private or intemal. In making my distinction
between the public and pnvate, or communal and personal, aspects of spirituality,
however, 1 do not necessarily mean by "private" that which is kept wholly hidden fkom
others. Rather, 1 make the distinction based on subject matter: therefore 1 cal1 any part of
a person's religious thought that concems the persona1 relationship of an individual
believer or believers to God essentially private in nature. The works in question were
originally written by Schütz Zell and Teresa for small audiences of pai-ticular women, and
were designed to offer spintual consolation to souls perceived as being in some distress,
or at least in danger of distress.
This cliapter will not attempt to show that the emotional or devotional aspects of

private religion were completely unconnected from its philosophical or theological
aspects. What it will argue is that religious ideas could be quite complex and varied, and
that there was not always a direct and logical link between what one thought in one
instance and felt in another. The purpose of this chapter is, as with the others, to
complicate our understanding of the process of confessionalization. Specifically, it will
continue to challenge the historical perception of the formation of confessional mental

"'O'MaIley,

Trent and AI[ Thur, p. 139.

identities, or the establishment of confessional ways of thinking by showing that
confessionalism did not necessarily seep into every aspect of a person's spiritual life at
this time.

In the Latin West, the fourth petition of the Lord's Prayer has traditionally been
seen as referring to both the physical and spiritual needs of the petitioners. Four o f
Augustine's approximately one hundred exegetical homilies intended for persons awaiting
full entry into the Church are devoted to explaining the Lord's Prayer. These homilies
were delivered specifically to the cornpetentes, who were catechumens in the final stage of
their preparation to receive the sacraments. Each of the homilies treats the dual nature of
the fourth petition's bread. Augustine's most succinct statement of his thought o n the
subject appears in Sermon VII:
This petition for daily bread is doubtless to be understood in two ways,
both for the necessary supply of Our bodily food, and for the necessities
of Our spiritual support. There is a necessary supply of bodily food, for
the preservation of our daily life, without which we cannot live. This is
food and clothing, but the whole is understood in a part. When we ask for
bread, we thereby understand al1 things. There is a spiritual food also
which the faithful know, which ye too will know, when ye shali receive it
at the altar of God. This also is "daily Bread," necessary only for this life.
For shall we receive the Eucharist when we shall have corne to Christ
Himself, and begun to reign with him forever? So then the Eucharist is our
daily bread; but let us in such wise receive it, that we be not refkeshed in
Our bodies only, but in Our S O U ~ S . ' ~ ~
The continuity of this interpretation is reflected by a series of fifty-nine s e m o n s
Thomas Aquinas delivered over the course of the Lenten season of 1273. Reginald o f
"" "Sermon VII" of the "Sermons on Selected Lessons of the New Testament," in Sainr Augzrstin: Serrnou
on the Mortnt, Harmony of the Gospels. Homilies on tlze Gospels, ed. Philip Schaff (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 1956)- p. 282.

Piperno, a student of Thomas7,surnrnarized and amalgamated the sermons, obscunng the
divisions between thern, afier Thomas' death (1274); however, it is likely that the
sermons devoted to the Lord's Prayer onginally numbered around ten."' Like Augustine,
Thomas identifies the bread of the petition as providing both physical and spiritual
sustenance. He makes a further distinction within the category of the spiritual nature of
the bread, ciaiming that the bread in its spiritual sense refers to tu'o things: the
sacramental bread of the Euchanst and the Word of God.""
By the early sixteenth century. this dualistic understanding of the bread as both
spiritual and physical was still widely held. In 15 17, Martin Luther gave his own series of
Lenten sermons on the Lord's Prayer. Transcriptions of the sermons were published by
John Agricola (15 18-1 5 19) and Nicholas Amsdorf (May, 1519). Luther shortly thereafter
published his own reworking of the sermons under the title of an Exposition ofthe Lord's
Prnyer fur Simple L ~ y r n e n . "In~ his treatise, Luther allows that the bread of the fourth
petition may represent the physical food needed for our bodily sustenance, but
emphasizes that the "petition refers principally to Christ, the spiritual bread of the soul,"
because, as Luther reminds his reader, "Christ teaches us not to wony about our body's
food and raiment.'"'" For Luther, the primacy of a spiritual interpretation over a physical

one is indicated by the presence of the word "our":
This word declares that here we are not asking primarily for ordinary
bread, which is aiso eaten by the heathen and given unbidden to al1 men by
IJ7Sr. Thomas Aquinas: The Three Grentesr Pra-vers-Comrnentnries
on the Lord's Prayer, the fiail
M a y , and the Apostle S Creed (Manchester: Sophia Institute Prcss, 1990), pp. ix-x.

" T h e Three Greutest Prayers, pp. 1 3 7-4 1.
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Is0An Exposition ofthe Lord's Prayerfor Simple Luymen, trans. Martin H . Bertram, in Luther's Works,
ed. Jaroslav Pelikan and Helmut T. Lehann (Philadelpia: Fomess Press, 1969). vol. 42: 62.

God, but are asking for "our bread" because we are children of the
heavenly Father. So then, we are addressing a heavenly and spiritual, not
an earthly, Father in this petition, and we ask not for earthly, but for
heavenly and spiritual bread, which is ours and which we as heavenly
children need. Othenvise, it would not be necessary to Say "our daily
bread"; physical bread would be adequately identified by the words, "Give
us this day the daily bread." God wishes to teach his children to be more
concerned about food for the soul; yes, he even forbids them to worry
about their bodily food and dnnk."'
Moreover, the "supernatural bread" that is prayed for in the Lord's Prayer "is rnuch
nobler, finer, and more delicious and abounding more in al1 grace and virtue than natural

In his discourse on the spintual aspect of the bread, Luther employs the same
distinction made by Thomas Aquinas between the bread as sacrament and the bread as the
Word of God, and places greater importance on the latter. Although "Christ is received
in the Eucharist, the sacrament "becomes not only a vain and empty custom but also an
object of contempt" if it is administered without good teaching, preaching, and
proclamation of the Word:"' "it is only the word of God or our daily bread that must
strengthen us."""
The importance of suffering in Luther's thought-his
Crosslï'is

so-called theology of the

developed in his Exposition of the Lord's Prayer. He enumerates for his

audience the seemingly endless trials and adversities which Christians face in their lives,
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and describes the despair to which they can lead. The fourth petition, therefore, perhaps
above al1 else,
teaches you where you may seek solace and how you may find peace in
such disquietude. You must Say "O Father, give us Our daily bread." That
is to Say, "O Father, with your divine Word cornfort me, a poor and
miserable ~ r e t c h . ' ~ ~
In the years following the publication of his Eiposition, Luther's understanding of
the fourth petition changed, and he abandoned his former strong emphasis on the bread as
the spiritual Word of God. in both his Large and Small Catechisms ( 1529), Luther does
not merely cease to favour a spiritual interpretation over a material one; he drops
altogether the notion of spintual bread and is concemed only with the physicai necessities
of life. The response to the Srnall Catechisrn's question "What is meant by daily bread?"
excludes any hint of Luther's earlier, spiritual, interpretation:
Everything required to satisS/ our bodily needs, such as food and clothing,
house and home, fields and flocks, money and property; a pious spouse
and gnod children, tmstworthy servants, godly and faithfùl rulers, good
govemment; seasonable weather, peace and health, order and honor; tme
fnends, faithful neighbors, and the like.ls7
Luther, like Augustine, takes the physical bread as representing al1 physical requirements
rhrough reference to one of the most basic, food. However, he has eliminated one half of
Augustine's, Thomas', and even his own two-fold interpretation that the bread is the
food of both the body and the soul. Other Protestant reformers such as "MeIanchthon,
Brenz, Bucer, Osiander, Calvin, and Beza followed in Luther's footsteps" and "generally

"" Exposirion of the Lord's Prayer, p. 5 1.
15' John H . Leith, ed., Creeds ofthe Chlrrches: A Reader in Chrisrian Doctrine from rj~e
Bible to the
Presenr, 3rd ed. (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982), p. 113.

opted for an exclusively material meanin;" to the fourth petition's bread.'lS Calvin's Latin
Catechism of the Chzlrch of Geneva (1545), for example, is very similar to Luther's
Catechism, in the Scholar's response to the Master's question, "What mean you by the

'daily' bread you ask for?":
In general every thing that tends to the preservation of the present life, not
only food or clothing, but also al1 other helps by which the wants of
outward life are sustained; that we may eat our bread in quiet, so far as the
Lord knows to be expedient.'"
Like Luther, Calvin focuses on the material aspects o f the bread, and includes therein not
only objects such as food and clothes, but also al1 things that allow us to live in quiet,
such as Luther's desiderata of peace, order, and good government.
Standing outside of the dominant Protestant trend is Katharina Schütz Zell, who
in 1532 w o t e her own exposition of the Lord's Prayer in order to console two women
from Speyer-Barbara

Semler and Elisabeth Borner, the wives of two minor officiais at

the impenal chamber court-who

felt they were having dificulty fulfilling God's will for

them.16" In the opening section of her treatise, Schütz Zell stresses the parental concern
God has for his children, a theme which continues throughout her discussion of the first
three petitions.'" The part of her exposition of most relevance for this thesis, however. is
her analysis of the fourth petition. Here she differs markedly from most of her fellow
""ilmar
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Protestant interpreters of the Lord's Prayer. Schütz Zell does not restrïct the daily bread
to providing for one's physical needs alone. Rather, her focus is on the spiritual aspects
of the bread, as in Luther's Ed~ositioiz
of 1519, with which she was probably familiar.16'
While Luther dealt primarily with the spiritual bread as Word rather than as sacrament,
Schütz Zell deveiops both. In this, she echoes the multiple levels of interpretation
established by patristic and medieval authorïties and comes closer to a Catholic
interpretation than did many of her reformed contemporaries.
Schütz Zell opens her interpretation of the petition with an admission that Our
souls are hunagy, and a plea for God to feed us with his Word, through which we may
corne to leam his will.'" This is likely intended to be yet another comforting reassurance
for the two women who comprise her audience. Most of her exposition of the fourth
petition, however, treats of the Eucharistie implications of the daiIy bread.
She writes extensively of the effects of the bread of the Lord's Supper, through
which one receives the body and blood of Christ, the true food and drink of the Christian.
In communion, people's hearts are strengthened through Christ's body, and are made
joyful through his b10od.'~More importantly for Schütz Zell, people are brought together
in communion and community through the breaking of the bread anci the drinking of the

'"'
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'"' "Wir seind jetzt hungerig an unsern seeIen1 darumb bitthen wir dich von hertzen/ speiss uns onunderlass
unnd onverzug heüt unnd allezeitl mit deinem haiiigen wordtl durch welches wir deinen willen ertàren."
"Vatter Unser," Katharina Schiirz Zell. 2: 354.

'" Gib uns O lieber vatter das wir den selben J e s u d das lebendig wort und brotl das da recht speised
leeren erkenned und in v o l k o m e n s erkanthnus wachsenl also sein fleisch welchs is das war brod so von
dir vom himmeI gegeben ist/ unnd des menschen hertz stercktl warlich essen und sein blut welches k t das
war tranck und dés kenschen hertz fioelich macht/ warlich trinckhed mit lebendigem geisr unnd çlauben."
Ibid., p. 356.

cup for the remission of sins.I6' For her, communion also serves as a living mernorial of
Christ's death on the cross. which was for al1 people. Thus. in communion our minds are
turned to our brothers and sisters who suffer fiom misery, poverty, sickness, or any
other kind of privation. Through the one bread, we become one body, with Christ as its
head.
In Schütz Zell's exposition, the Protestant tendency to see the bread of the fourth
petition as referrïng primarïly or even exclusively to physical food and other goods is
reversed. Not surprisingly, given her strong desire for Christian unity, Schütz Zell
emphasizes most strongly the communal act of sharing in the one body of Christ, which
was offered up for al1 and through which al1 are made one. When she does mention
materia! rather than spiritual food, it is still with an eye towards the community. When
we receive Our bodily daily bread, we must do so without excess (iibetfluss).
Schütz Zell's exposition of the fourth petition highlights the limits of our mode1 of
confessionalization. She had her own beliefs and her own purposes in recording them that
cannot be easily explained by reference to a process of confessionalization alone. Gerald
Strauss has already questioned the extent to which the catechisms produced by the
reformers affected the religious education of people in small towns and rural areas?
Schütz Zell provides an example of a highly literate woman living in Strasbourg, a major
centre of reformed thouglit. Unlike some of the people in Strauss' study, she actually
wanted to be educated in the new faith; she willingly attended sermons, and actively
sought out religious reading. Reform was nos being imposed upon her by a distant prince
"Das brot zubrechen, den kellch der dancksagun zutrincked inn seiner gedechtnus speiset werdenl das e s
sey die gemainschafft des leibs unnd blutts Jhesu Christi zu nachlassung unser s ü n d e d inn der
gemainschafft der hailigen." Ibid.
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(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978).

o r a prying clergy; she believed deeply in the Reformation movement herself and was its
staunch supporter. She associated closely with the early reforrners, marrying one of them.
Ir, al1 these ways, the evidence from the life of Schütz Zell supports James Kittelson's
rejoinder to Strauss that his portrayal o f the mass of people as ignorant and unwilling
converts to Protestantism does not hold in Strasbourg and its environs, where the
Reformation was accepted, and whose residents were highly educated in the new faith.16'
There can be no doubt that Schütz ZelI was a devout and leamed believer. Nevertheless,
she still maintained her own personal interpretations of her religion that transcended what
could be found in Luther's Catechisms. In her case, variation of belief camot be said to be
an indication of ignorance or impiety. Rather, it indicates that, as O'Malley argues was
the case in early modern Catholicism, sixteenth-century Protestants could have varying
religious sensibilities and interpretations of their faith while still remaining loyal to the
evangelical movement. Far fiom indicating a "failure" of the Reformation, as Strauss
would have it, this merely shows the comptexity of the Protestantism of the period. What
it also shows is that the ngid and prescriptive categories laid out by the mode! of
confessionalization-as

well as by some of the sixteenth-crntury reformers

themselves-do not readily allow for descriptive analyses of personal spirituality in the
early modem period.
Marc Forster has recently argued that the formation of Catholic identity in
Germany was produced by much more than merely the processes usually associated with
confessionalization, namely the "policies of church officiais and state bureaucrats intent

'"' James Kittelson, "Successes

and Failures in the Geman Reformation," pp. 153-75.

on imposing order, discipline, and religious uniformity on the population fiom ab~ve.'"~'
As he points out, the confessionalization model as it is currently understood has very
little ability to explain the formation of religious identities. It is an idealistic model that
applies to a restricted niimber of tenitories in the Holy Roman Empire, such as Bavaria,
that had a strong prince and the resources to direct and enforce confessional and political
unity. Othenvise, much of Catholic Germany remained largely unconfessionalized in the
exact theoretical sense of that term, yet nevertheless was still very self-consciously
Catholic in out100k.'~~
A similar concIusion may be reached regarding Schütz Zell. She had, for example,
strongly condemned the Catholic Mass, and defended Zwingli in his debate with Luther,
who opposed Zwingli's view of the Lord's Supper as a memorial. Yet her exposition of
the Lord's Prayer betrays a deep devotion to the Lord's Supper. Although she also calls

the ritual a memorial, she seems to corne close to admitting that Christ's true flesh is
really eaten and his true blood really consumed in communion. Her reverence for the
Lord's Supper may be surprising given her other reformed ideas, and seerns to parallel a
Eucharistie piety that is supposedly a sign of confessionalized Catholicism. A more

confessionally conscious interpretation of the Lord's Supper would likely not use the
langage that Schütz Zeil does. Her husband, for exarnple, in his sermons and in his
Christliche Vërarzîwortrrng,emphasized the memonal, symbolic, and spiritual aspects of

communion. This is what we might expect from someone engaged directly in attacking
what were in his opinion Catholic excesses in worshipping a piece of bread. However,
IM Marc R. Forster, "With and without Confessionalization: Vaneties of Early Modem German
CathoIicism," Jorwrial of Ea* Modern H i s r o y 1 (1997): 3 15.

'"" Forster, "With

and without Confessionalization," pp. 3 18-19.

relying solely on Matthis Zell's apologetic language might give an incomplete picture of
evangelical attitudes towards the Eucharist, By adding Schütz Zell's devotional
exposition, it becomes apparent that the Lord's Supper, once purified of papal errors,
remained an emotional focal point of evangelical piety. Communion, for Schütz Zell, was
no less real rnerely because it now took place spix-itually rather than physically.
Several recent studies of ritual in early modem Europe have proven irivaluable in
expanding our knowledge of how religion was understood and lived at the popuiar level.
Neccessarïly, such studies reveal most when there is rituat to interpret. They give us a
picture of worship based on what was physically enacted. Therefore, the Eucharistic
piety of Catholics is readily appzrent through the forty-hour devotions and Corpus
Christi processions. The reformed rejection of much of the medieval ceremony that
surrounded communion leaves the historian of ritual less with which to work. Bodo
Nischan's research on t-itual within the Protestant confessions shows that the rituals in
which one participated or which one rejected became an important means of identi@ing
one's confessional allegian~e.'?~
This very important observation draws attention to the
significance and prominence of ritual in early modem religion. However, in many ways it
tells us more what people were not than what they were, and what they did not believe
rather than what they did. That people fought over the rituals and ceremonies surroundin;
baptism and communion indicates that these things were important to them, and would
seern to indicate that they were more important than merely as symbols of loyalty to an
abstract conception of confessional allegiance.
''O Bodo Nischan, "Ritual and Protestant Identiry in Late Reformation Germany," in Protestartt Hisrory
and Idenfi- in Sixteertrh-Certrury Europe, ed. Bruce Gordon, 2 vols. (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1996) 2:
142-58; "The Exorcism Controversy and Baptism in the Late Reformation," Sirteenth Cenrirv Jottnzal 18
(1987): 3 1-50; "The 'Fractio ~ a n i s ' iA ~ e f o & e dCommunion Practice in Late Reformation ~ e r m a n ~ , "
Chrtrclz Hisrory 53 (1984): 17-29.

By studying works such as Schütz Zell's exposition of the Lord's Prayer, we are
able to see deeper and more directly into the mindset of the people of the sixteenth
century. If we were to look only at Schütz Zell's rejection of the Catholic Mass, we
would see only half of the picture. Her understanding of the Lord's Supper was not
composed solely of a reaction to Catholic or Lutheran conceptions. Nor was it merely the
product of theology imposed from above. She was able to draw upon her own experiences
and thoughts about the Lord's Supper in order to compose a work that fulfilled a
particular spiritual and pastoral need. Even as the process of confessionalization
progressed over the years. she still retained her autonomous religious experiences. When
she published her exposition on the Lord's Prayer in 1558, over twenty-five years afier
she first wrote it, she did not make any changes to her original manuscript, other than to
rededicate it to her fiend, Felix Ambruster, who had developed leprosy and was now,
too, in need of consolation. "'

Within Catholicism, the old, pre-Refomation tradition of interpreting the bread as
both material and spiritual in nature continued after the Refomation. In 1559, Girolamo
Seripando, bishop of Salemo, delivered a series of sermons on the Lord's Prayer. Like
Schütz Zell, he uses the daily bread in its physical sense to emphasize the need for
chanty towards our neighbour, and underlines the special importance of the seven
corporal works of mercy in this context."' Elsewhere in his sermons, he develops the idea
that the merely natural bread eaten for the sustenance of life on earth does not sufficiently
"!

McKee. Katharina Schiitz Zefl, 1: 278.

Francesco C. Cesareo, "Penitential Sermons in Renaissance Italy: Girolamo Seripando and the Pater
Noster," Cathofic Hisrorical Review 83 ( 1997): 8-9.

describe the bread of the prayer:
How beautiful it would be if everyone would take hirnself to task each
evenirig and Say to himself, "This moming in the prayer which Jesus
Christ taught me to Say, 1said, 'Give us this day our daily bread'! 1will
see whether my prayer was heard, whether my Father, the Lord of heaven,
has given me to eat of that bread which is Wis word. Have 1heard or read
God's word tociay? Did 1 understand what I read? Did 1 obey God's
cornmandments with a willing heart?" And if you find that you readily
gave an alms, that you willingly forgave an offense, then you may rejoice
with your whole being because your prayer was heard and you have
received that bread for which you prayed when you said, "Give us this
day our daily bread-" But if unfortunately you have not read or heard
God's word, then say, "Woe is me because 1 was not heard today through
my own fault; 1 have not eaten the bread of salvation today.""'
The bread of the Christian, then, consists in daily meditation on God's word, as well as
the avoidance of sin and the commission of acts of charity. Ultimately, the bread also
refers to the Euchax-kt. 17"
This interpretation continued throughout the early modem period, and the many
instructional expositions and catechisms of Catholic doctrine produced near the end of the
sixteenth century retain the two-foId nature of the bread of the fourth petition. The Jesuit
Jacobus Ledisma's c"hristian Doctriize States that the Lord's Prayer provides for "our
own good for our soul, and body.""' Laurence Vaux7 Catechism, or Chrisrian Doctrine
explains that in the fourth petition of the Lord's Prayer,
We desire and ask that those things rnay be given to us, which appertain to
the nourishment and sustentation of the life of our bodies and souls, as
meat, dnnk, and clothing, the word of God, and the sacraments of the

'" Quoted in Hubert Jedin, Papal Legare ar the Colrncil o f Trent: Cardinal Seripando (St. Louis: B.
Herder Book Co., 1937). p. 538.
'"

Jedin, Cardinal Seripando, p-538.

"'The Christian Doctrine (1597), in English Recirsant Literatrrre. 1558-1640, ed. D.M. Rogers
(Msnston: Scolar Press, 1969). vol. 2: 15.

Catholic Church""
Vaux must have been familiar with Peter Canisius' well-known Catechism, where
the language is almost identical.'" Canisius claims that in asking for our daily bread,

We desire to have al1 such things as appertain to the sustentation and
preservation either of body or soul, as meat, drink, apparel, the word of
God, and the sacraments of the Church.""
Elsewhere, Canisius States that the bread of the fourth petition represents
those things that be sufficient for the daily maintenance of our corporal
life, to wit, food, and clothing, also those things that do serve to better the
life of the soul: as the (a) word of God, the spiritual food of the soul; the
most holy (b) and B[lessed] Sacrament of the Altar, that heavenly bread:
and other most wholesome Sacraments and gifts of God, which do feed,
cure, and confirm the inward man to a well ordered and happy kind of
life. ""
Standing above these works in importance for the confessionalization model,
however, are the decrees, canons, and doctrinal formulae prornulgated by the Council of
Trent. The Council rnay be seen as embodying the essence of the tendency to produce
authoritative and definitive statements regulating the practice of religion and stipulating
what is and is not to be believed. One of its many acts was to authorize the publication of
a catechism summarizing what it identified as Catholic belief, as part of Trent's larger
programme of ensuring higher standards for the education of parish clergy. The catechism

""A Catechisnt or Christian Doctrine ( 1 599), in Ettglish Recrrsant Literuture. 1558-1640, ed. D . M.
Rogers (Menston: Scolar Press, 1969), vol- 2: 19-20.
'" For more on Canisius and his Catecllism, see John Patrick Donnelly, "Peter Canisius," in Sirapers of
Religiorrs Traditions in Germany. Switzerlnnd. and Poland. l56û-1600, ed. Jill Raitt (New Haven: YaIe
University Press, 198i ), pp. 14 1-56; and James Brodrick, Saint Pefer Cunisitis (London: Geoffrey
Chapman, 1963), esp. pp. 233-52.
"* Certayne Necessarie Principles of Religion ( I 57 8- 15 79), in E~tglishRectisarlt Literature, 1558-1 640,
ed. D. M. Rogers (Menston: Scolar Press, 1969), vol. 2: unpaginated.

'" il Srrnzme of Christian Doctrine (1592-1596), in Englislz Recrtsant Literature. 1558-1640, ed. D. M.
Rogers (Menston: Scolar Press, 1971), vol. 35: 43.

was designed primady for pastors, providing them with a means for educating their
flocks in the basics of the Catholic faith. Its completion in 1566 was overseen by Pope
Pius V, and involved several of the other fathers in attendence at the Council; Carlo
Borromeo, for example, was entrusted with the final editorship of the book.
The catechisrn includes, typically, an explanation of the Lord's Prayer. It
maintains what has been shown to be the traditional Catholic interpretation, that is, that
the daily bread is both material and spiritual in nature:
In the sacred Scriptures, the word "bread" has a vanety of meanings, but
particularly the two following: first, whatever is necessary for the
sustenance of the body, and for our other corporeal wants; secondly,
whatever the divine bounty has bestowed on us for the life and salvation
of the soul. In this petition, then, according to the interpretation and
authority of the holy Fathers, we ask those succors of which we stand in
need in this life; and those, therefore, who Say, that such prayers are
unlawful, deserve no attention. Besides the unanirnous concurrence of the
Fathers, many examples in the Old and New Testaments refùte this
errod80
Teresa of Avila, like Schütz Zell, falls outside of the dominant, official
interpretation of her confessional tradition. She in fact subscribes to the idea-àescnbed
by the Catechism of the Council as an "error" deserving of "no attention9'-that

it is

undignified and unworthy of the Lord's Prayer to assume that it refers to corporal and
temporal goods.
Teresa originally composed her meditation on the Lord's Prayer in response to the
Inquisition's banning of al1 books written in the vernacular that pertained to religious
matters. As Teresa herself had learned to pray fiom books, and would habitually open her
sessions of persona1 prayer by reading a passage fiom a spiritual book in order to focus

'*" The Catechism ofrlte
516-17.

Council ofTi-enr,trans. J. Donovan (Dublin: W. Folds & Son, 1529), pp.

her mind and direct her meditation, she felt that the Inquisitors' decision would do great
harm to the progress of her nuns' souls. She set out to write for the benefit of her nuns a
guide to the Lord's Prayer, their living book which cannot be taken away from them."'
Thus, like Schütz Zell, Teresa did not intend her work for a universal audience, nor was it
written for an ostensibly confessional purpose, such as an apologetic; rather bot11 women
wrote in order to aid souls.
In Teresa's opinion, the proper understanding of the words of request contained

in the fourth petition "is a matter of life and death.""' For her, the correct interpretation is
that they refer to spintual bread alone:
1 don't want to think the Lord had in mind the other bread that is used for
our bodily nounshment; nor would 1 want you to have that in mind. The

Lord was in the most sublime contemplation (for whoever has reached
such a stage has no more remembrance that he is in the worId than if he
were not, however much there may be to eat), and would he have placed so
much emphasis on the petition that He as well as ourselves eat? It
wouldn7tmake sense to me. He is teaching us to set our wills on heavenly
things and to ask that we might begin enjoying Him frorn here below; and
would He get us involved in something so base as asking to eat? As if He
didn't know us! For once we start worrying about bodily needs, those of
the sou1 will be forgotten! Weil, we are such temperate people that we are
satisfied by little and ask for little! On the contrary, the more He gives us
the more we think we are lacking in everything, even water. Let those, my
daughters, who want more than is necessary ask for this material bread?
This particularly strong passage was later deleted by an anonyrnous editor when the Way

of Perfection was being published from Teresa's original manuscript, perhaps to bnng the
work more in line with the Catholic tradition of interpreting the bread as both physical

'"

The Wu-v of Perfection, in Collecred Worh of St. Teresa of Avila, 2: 128-37.

Is2

Way of' Perfection, in Collected Works of Sr. Teresa of i l vila. 2: 166.
Way of Perfecriorr, in Collected W o r h of Sr. Teresa of Avila, 2: 169.
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and spiritual in nature. The remaining text still, however, makes it clear that spiritual
bread was al1 that her nuns were to ask for when praying the Lord's Prayer. Human
nature is base enough that it does not need to be encouraged to pine for food or other
bodily cornforts; people will always be mindful of these things anyway. The hnction of
prayer is, for Teresa, to lifi people above the concerns of their earthly lives and prepare
them for heaven.
To Teresa's mind, the spiritual bread refers to Jesus himself, and especially to his
presence in the Eucharist. While part of the reason she does not want to have her nuns
praying for physical bread is because she feels to do so is beneath the dignity of the
Lord's Prayer, and even of prayer in general, another part is that it is unnecessary as long
as they have the Eucharist. The Sacrament is able "to provide sustenance, even for these
[physical] bodies." It also serves to cure people of their sicknesses. Teresa tells the story
of an anonymous nun-almost

certainly herself-whose

severe and painhl illness was

removed by the power of the E ~ c h a r i s t . ' ~
Her devotion to the Eucharkt rnanifests itself in what is in part an attack against,
in part a Iament for, the irreverence with which Teresa feels unspecified heretics treat the
Sacrament. Every day, Jesus' body is insulted and crushed to pieces at their hands.'" This
in turn only increases Teresa's devotion to one who gives himself up every day to such
treatment. While she does not give the heretics a name, it is ternpting to infer that she is
referring to Protestants, as the only other heretical group prominent in the minds of
Spaniards at this tirne, the alzrmbrados, were not associated with iconoclasm and
desecration of the Sacrament; their sin was instead perceived to lie in an illuminkt

'"

'Va-v of Perfection, in Collected W o r h of Sr. Teresa of Avila, 2: 17 1 .

'"

Way of Perfection, in Collected bVorks of Sr. Teresa of Avila, 2: 167.

mysticism that emphasized the place of direct personal revelation to individual elect
souls, leading to complete union with God and making the mediation of the Church
unnecessary. It is nonetheless important that she does not identiS her heretics as
[tltei-anos-the

pejorative, dismissive term the Spanish used to describe al1 Protestants,

whether properly Lutheran o r not-because

this sort of labelling of the other is a central

concept of confessionatized identity. By not specifically naming the heretics, Teresa fails
to filfiil the standard mode1 cf identity formation.
Her comrnents against heresy are fairly limited, however, and the majority of her
treatise deals with the importance of the Sacrament to those who would lead a
contemplative life. If her nuns desire to be close to God, they have no better opportunity
than rhat which is presented to them when they communicate. Teresa has to laugh at
those who wish that they were alive at the time Jesus "walked in the world . . . since in
the Blessed Sacnrnent they had Him just as tmiy present as He was then."'" She reminds
her nuns not t~ rely too heavily on the use o f images of Jesus to aid their prayers to him
since in communion they can have access to Jesus himself. Not taking advantage of this,
and prefemng to pray in front of a pichire, would be like having a portrait of a close
fiiend that we speak to, instead of to the person himself, whenever he comes to visit.
When she cannot commune with God through the Sacrament, then Teresa finds such
images to be a great and welcome consolation, one which the unfortunate iconoclastic
heretics "through îheir own fault have 10st.~'"~
Teresa finished writing her Way of Perfection in 1566, the same year the Council
of Trent's Catechisrn appeared. She could not of course have been familiar with the
IK6

Way of Perfection, in Collecred Works of SI. Teresa of Avila, 2: 17 1.
Way of Perfection in Collected W o r h of St. Teresa ofAvila, 2: 173.
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Catechism then; nonetheless, she developed her own self-consciously Catholic

interpretations of matters such as the nature of the daily bread of the Lord's Prayer. She
was therefore not dependent upon a top-down process of confessionalization to form her
confessional identity.
m i l e it is ternpting to see in Teresz's interpretation a reaction, or overreaction, to
Protestant challenges to the Catholic conception of the Sacrament, it is possible that her
ideas were not necessarily the product of the Refonnation. Origen, writing over one
thousand years before Teresa, and with whom she was most likely cornpletely unfarniliar,
came to remarkably similar conclusions as she did regarding the nature of the fourth
petition:

Since some understand from this that we are commanded to pray for
material bread, it will be well to refute their error here, and to establish the
tmth about the supersubstantial bread. We must ask them how it could be
that He who enjoined upon us to ask for great and heavenly favours,
should command us to intercede with the Father for what is small and of
the earth, as if He had forgotten-so they would have it-what He had
taught. For the bread that is given to Our flesh is not heavenly, nor is the
request for it a great request.'""
In fact, the tension behveen the apparent injunction in the Lord's Prayer to pray for our

food, and Jesus' teaching elsewhere in the Gospels that we should not worry about
whence our food will corne (Mt 6:25,3 1, 33), has troubled interpreters of the Lord's
Prayer for centuries. Maximus the Confessor attempted to reconcile the two. As God
camot contradict hirnself, "it is obvious that he did not enjoin us to ask in the prayer
what he had exhorted us not to seek in his commandment." Therefore, the commandment
not to wony as do the people of the world does not mean that we cannot ask for one
'** Origen: Pruyer, trans. John J. O'Meara, Ancient Christian Writers: The Works of the Fa thers in
Translation, vol. 19 (Westminster: Newman Press, 1954), p. 92.

day's worth of bread, as long as we do so without anxiety or without the desire to
accumulate more goods than are absolutely necessary for us to subsist.'" Oiigen and
Teresa, however, opted to resolve the contradiction by denying that the bread of the
Lord's Prayer referred to physical bread at all. This was also the option favoured by
Martin Luther in his Exposition of 1519, although, as has been noted, he makes a
seerningly reluctant allowance for praying for physical bread as well at the very end of his
work. It is Iikely that Teresa's belief that prayer should not refer to wordly things is less
a function of confessional identity than of her Iife as a rnystical contemplative. removed

fiom people living in the world, whether Catholic or Protestant,

Through this brief analysis of Teresa's and Schütz Zell's respective
interpretations of the fourth petition of the Lord's Prayer, we can see that Marc Forster's
observation that confessionalization alone was not the only factor that went into the
construction and formation of religious identities would seem to be accurate. Katharina
Schütz Zell, someone who was deeply and personally committed to the cause of reform,
and who had been in direct communication with the very people who drew up the
confessions and catechisms of her period, was nevertheless resistant to much of the
process of confessionalization, and maintained her own, non-confessionalized,
interpretation of the Lord's Prayer. Teresa of ~ v i l managed
a
to construct her own
Catholic identity-based

on her understanding of the Sacrament as elucidated in her

treatise on the Lord's Prayer-before

the Tridentine Counter-Reformation was fuUy

under way in Spain, showing that her religious identity was also not dependent upon the
'"Comrnertrary on the Ozu-Father, in !darinzlrs Confessor: Selecred Wrirings. trans. George C . Berthold
(New York: PauIist Press, I985), pp. 1 13-15.

progress of confessionalization. Rather, both women could draw upon their own personal
insights in order to respond to the particular spiritual needs of those whose souls they
believed they were in a position to help.

Conclusion
The lives of Katharina Schütz Zell and Teresa of ~ v i l highlight
a
some of the
problems of the confessionalization model. An examination of their geobgaphical and
political contexts shows that state control of religion was not unique to the so-called age
of confessionalization (1555-1 6 18/48]; even less can it simply be called a product of the
magisterial Reformation within the Holy Roman Empire. The phenornenon was on the
contrary present in Germany and Spain since the Middle Ages. The spirituality and
thought of Schütz Zell and Teresa ako raises questions for the manner in which
confessionalized identities were formed. Neither Schütz Zell nor Teresa conform to the
pattern of a confessionalized Lutheran or Catholic, whose religious sense of self was to be
reinforced through contrast with a confessional "other." Teresa's potential "other," the
Itrtermos

of northern Eiirope, were far removed from her by distance, and only

sporadically appear in her writings. Schütz Zell did not want to acknowledge an "other"
at all, and spent her life trying to knock down rather than build up confessionalized
barriers.
More case studies of this kind are necessary before fim conclusions regarding the
nature of confession~lizationin early modem Europe can be reached. The research
presented here indicates at the very least that not everybody experienced
confessionalization in the same way, and that it was not a process that pervaded every
aspect of a person's Me. It fùrther suggests that two aspects of confessionalization-the
encroachrnent of the political into the religious sphere and the creation of confessional
identities-heretofore

seen as the products of a single process, should be disengaged fi-om

one another. In Strasbourg and in Spain, the political effects came first, with identity

formation amiving later, or, as was the case with Schütz Zell and Teresa, not at all, or at
least in a very lirnited form.
It is important, when studying the history of religion in early modem Europe, to
appreciate both the socio-political as well as the spiritual and intellectual aspects of
religion. A h l 1 and accurate understanding of the period can be realized only through an
analysis of the relationship that existed between these two sides to religious history.
While the confessionalization mode1 has been usefùl in highlighting the points at which
the two overlapped, it has been less successfûl at illustrating how they at times operated
autonomously. The history of women, who were for the most part excluded from the
mainstream of political activity, is perhaps best suited for showing how one's interna1
spiritual world could be separate fiom one's political environment. Future research,
however, may indicate that the spiritual lives of men, too, were not wholly determined by
their external society.
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